SHALL WE SING?
SHALL WE SING RELIGIOUS MUSIC IN

PUBLIC SCHOOLS?
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I.

INTRODUCTION: BAUCHMAN v. WEST HIGH SCHOOL

The tension-filled atmosphere surrounding the West High graduation ceremony held on June 7, 1995, dominated the traditional euphoria accompanying the normal rites of passage associated with high
school graduations. After all, how many graduation ceremonies receive the attention of a nationally publicized injunction issued thq day
before by a United States Circuit Court of Appeals? Rachel
Bauchman, a Jewish sophomore student and a member of the West
High A'Cappella Choir, at 3:30 p.m. on June 6, 1995, had obtained an
order from a panel of the Tenth Circuit United States Court of Appeals temporarily enjoining on establishment grounds the choir from
singing the two traditional songs they had prepared for graduation:
"Friends"1 and "The Lord Bless You and Keep You." 2 The media received notice of the injunction almost immediately and within hours
the injunction received publicity through radio, television and newspaper reports. The Salt Lake City School Board met hastily and determined that it would be unlikely that any review of the panel
decision could be heard before the graduation ceremony scheduled for
the next day. The District Superintendent, Darline Robles, notified
the school's principal, William Boston, who in turn notified the choir
director, Richard Torgerson, of the temporary injunction. In the spirit
of the injunction, Torgerson not only substituted nonreligious songs
for the two songs that were the subject of the injunction, but also substituted a secular song for a religious song that was not included in
the injunction, but the West High Chorale, a subgroup of the
a'cappella choir of which Ms. Bauchman was not a member, had
3
planned on singing.
In response to the publicity the injunction received, rumors began
to circulate that students and others might stand in protest to sing the
t Yossem Professor of Law, Creighton University School of Law.
1. The offending words in "Friends" are: "Friends are friends forever if the Lord's
the Lord of them."
2. The offending words in "May the Lord Bless You and Keep You," derived from
the Jewish Old Testament, are: "The Lord lift up the light of his countenance upon you
and give you peace .... Amen."
3. Bauchman v. W. High Sch., 906 F. Supp. 1483, 1488 (D. Utah 1995).
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song "Friends," either at the ceremony, or before or after the exercises.
In anticipation of a possible disruption, both Superintendent Robles
and Principal Boston talked to Choir Director Torgerson to ensure
that only secular substitute songs would be sung. Concerned with the
rumors of possible violations, Principal Boston hired an additional security officer to add to the two security officers already scheduled for
the ceremony. Additionally, Principal Boston notified the symphony
hall's separate security staff of the possible disruptions. Principal
Boston also talked to the graduating seniors about the importance and
necessity of complying with the injunction and the rule of law.
As a final response, Boston spoke to the choir at the final choir
rehearsal held on the afternoon of June 7, insisting that the choir
members comply with the injunction. He also threatened possible
penalties and sanctions, including non-graduation, if violations occurred. Following the final rehearsal, a confrontation occurred between Rachel's mother and the student choir president, Bonnie
Catenazaro. When Ms. Catenazaro suggested to Mrs. Bauchman that
the choir might still sing the offending songs, Mrs. Bauchman "'called
[Ms. Catenazaro] a b-i-t-c-h'" and challenged her in the presence of
4
other students by threatening: "'Please-Make my day!'"
As the symphony hall filled with people that night, Principal Boston talked to students and others in the hallways encouraging full
compliance with the injunction. Shortly before the ceremonies were to
begin, Boston received a copy of the sheet music for "Friends," which a
student was handing out at the door to the symphony hall. Apparently, a parent "trained in the law" advised students at the symphony
hall before the ceremonies of "their rights of free expression, including
student led spontaneous singing."5 In addition, a radio commentator,
in a live interview conducted outside the symphony hall just before the
ceremonies, expressed anger regarding the Tenth Circuit's repression
of student speech. Many students expressed anger and frustration
over losing a "one-time opportunity to show camaraderie and love for
6
the 360 seniors who were graduating as 'Friends.'"
During the ceremonies, Jonathan Brinton, the student valedictorian, departed from his prepared and preapproved text, to draw a comparison between the suppression of human rights in China's
Tieneman Square and the suppression of free speech flowing from the
Tenth Circuit order barring the singing of the two traditional songs
simply because they referenced the "Lord." He closed his speech with
the comment: "'May God bless each and everyone of us,'" which re4. Bauchman, 906 F. Supp. at 1491.
5. Id. at 1492.
6. Id. at 1490-91.
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ceived a loud approving response for the sentiments expressed from
7
the audience.
In response to the rumors that the choir might try to sing
"Friends," Choir Director Torgerson passed out a personal note to the
members of the choir indicating that he would not direct any songs
other than those on the program. He also asked the cooperation of his
choir members in complying with the temporary injunction. After the
choir had finished singing the "nonreligious" songs, Torgerson gave a
command to the choir to sit. Torgerson then left the podium. Before
he had exited from the auditorium, Will Badger, a nonchoir member,
came to the podium to encourage the audience to sing the song
"'Friends'-he said that everyone should sing, not as 'Jews, Christians
or Moslems' but as 'Friends.'" 8 Badger informed the audience that it
was a tradition at West High to sing "Friends" at graduation; that
while-by court order-the school choir could not sing "Friends," he
would like to invite "everyone" in the audience who knew the song to
"join us in singing it." 9
Meanwhile, Principal Boston muffled the microphone and attempted to secure it from Badger. Another school official, Gene
Bonella, who had attempted to disconnect the microphone as soon as
the student took it over, put his arm around Badger and escorted him
off the stage and into the custody of a security guard. Principal Boston took the microphone, advised the audience about the injunction
and asked them not to sing. However, his speech about compliance
was drowned out by most of the audience of 2,000 who joined in the
singing of "Friends." The chairperson of the graduating committee,
Ms. Hargraves, confronted Jenny Naylor, a student choir member who
was on the piano playing the accompaniment to "Friends," pushing
her off the piano, putting her arm around Jenny's waist and removing
her from the stage. The singing continued despite the absence of either a conductor or a piano accompanist. Boston remained in front of
the audience expressing his frustration and obvious disapproval over
the audience's refusal to heed his insistence that they discontinue
singing. School officials videotaped the entire graduation episode to
prepare a record for possible sanctions against participating students.
Ms. Bauchman left the auditorium angry, disgusted, and depressed.
Ms. Bauchman filed a separate civil contempt action against West
High School, the Salt Lake School District, William Boston, Richard
Torgerson, Darline Robles, Gene Bonella, William Badger, and sundry
school and district officials and employees for their complicity in per7.
8.
9.

Id. at 1492.
Id.
Id. at 1489.
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mitting the audience to sing "Friends" in violation of the temporary
injunction. 1° She also pursued her original complaint, seeking to
eliminate all religious music from the choir's repertoire. Specifically,
Ms. Bauchman challenged on establishment grounds: (1) the choir's
singing of songs with religious content during the graduation ceremony; (2) the choir's inclusion of religious music as part of the regular
choral repertoire; and (3) the choir's performance at religious sites.
Ms. Bauchman also challenged the choral practices on free speech
grounds, suggesting that the choir's singing of religious songs she
found offensive violated her free speech rights as well, despite an offer
from the choral director that she be excused from singing any songs
she found offensive or participating in any program that would make
her uncomfortable.
Without addressing the merits of the establishment challenge to
singing religious songs during the graduation ceremonies, the district
court dismissed the contempt proceeding against all parties. The
court found that "the audience and students involved were acting in a
good faith belief and interpretation of the court injunction that it did
not apply to them and that they had a right to sing as an exercise of
their right of free expression under the Constitution."1 1 The court
also found that "Itlhe audience was uncontrollable at that point and
virtually nothing could be done beyond what Mr. Boston did." 12 Affirming the issue of the violation of the injunction, the Tenth Circuit
on appeal agreed that the singing of "Friends" was undertaken by a
majority of the audience and the students without the consent or approval of the school, the choir director, or any of the officials of the
school district.
Two weeks after dismissing the contempt charges, District Judge
J. Thomas Greene granted defendants' motion to dismiss Ms.
Bauchman's complaint wherein she had alleged that the choir director's inclusion of religious songs in the choir's general repertoire and
the performance of those songs at religious sites, violated the Establishment, Free Exercise, Free Speech clauses of the United States
Constitution, her civil rights under section 1983,13 her rights under
the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 14 and the religion and speech
10. During the pendency of the action, Ms. Bauchman returned to West High for
the 1995-96 school year, her junior year, but left West High School and enrolled in a
private school for her 1996-97 senior year. She declined an invitation to participate in
the private school's choir during her senior year. Prior to the Tenth Circuit's ruling on
the appeal, Ms. Bauchman graduated from high school in June of 1997.
11. Bauchman, 906 F. Supp. at 1493.
12. Id. at 1489.
13. 42 U.S.C. § 1983 (1994).
14. 42 U.S.C. § 2000bb (1994).
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clauses of the Utah Constitution.1 s Applying the tri-part Lemon test
(secular purpose, secular effect, and no excessive entanglement) to the
question of whether the singing of songs with religious content-either at graduation ceremonies or as part of the regular curriculumviolates the Establishment Clause, the court held that the singing of
religious songs had a "primarily secular purpose-to teach musical appreciation, to broaden the students' understanding of musical culture,
16
and to increase the students' awareness of culture and diversity."
For similar reasons, the court held that the effect also was primarily
secular: "to increase appreciation of music and culture, and to teach
musical skills."' 7 Finally, the court found that the "inevitability" of a
choral director choosing some religious music "does not constitute excessive entanglement under the Lemon test."i8
Ms. Bauchman filed for reconsideration and alternatively sought
leave to amend her complaint to allege, for the first time, that the
choir director had both included religious songs in the choral repertoire and occasionally performed at religious sites for the purpose of
promoting religion. Essentially, Ms. Bauchman's proposed amended
complaint would allege that the choir director: (1) selected a preponderance of Christian religious music because of the religious messages
the songs conveyed; (2) selected religious sites for some of the choir
performances on the basis of religious motivation; and (3) reacted negatively and/or offensively to Ms. Bauchman as a consequence of her
efforts to eliminate all religious music and religious performance sites
from the choir's agenda.
The court denied Ms. Bauchman's motion for reconsideration, but
held Ms. Bauchman's motion to amend in abeyance pending discovery
on the issue of plaintiffs new allegation that defendant had acted specifically out of religious motivation. After considering numerous affidavits and deposition excerpts related to plaintiffs motion to amend,
the court found that an amendment to the complaint would have been
futile and, therefore, denied plaintiffs motion for permission to
amend.
On appeal to the United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth
Circuit, Ms. Bauchman contested the original dismissal of the broader
suit and the denial of her motion for leave to amend her original complaint. In a 2-1 vote, a panel of the United States Court of Appeals for
the Tenth Circuit affirmed, holding that Ms. Bauchman had indeed
failed to allege sufficient facts to state a claim for denial of her rights
15.
16.
17.
18.

Bauchman v. W. High Sch., 900 F. Supp. 254, 262 (D. Utah 1995).
Bauchman, 900 F. Supp. at 268-69.
Id. at 269.
Id.
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under any of her theories. The court additionally held that the district
court had not erred in dismissing Ms. Bauchman's motion to amend.
The court reasoned that because plausible secular purposes were present to justify both the choir's inclusion of religious songs as part of
the choir's repertoire and occasionally performing at religious sites,
the district court had properly concluded Mr. Torgerson's subjective
motivation was irrelevant. The court concluded permitting the plaintiff to amend the complaint to allege an ancillary religious motivation
for the offending conduct would be a futile gesture because plaintiff
never alleged that the defendant's conduct lacked any secular
purpose.
The Tenth Circuit's establishment analysis focused on explaining
why Ms. Bauchman's allegation of Mr. Torgerson's ancillary religious
motivation was irrelevant given the cognizable secular purposes present. The court noted that Lemon v. Kurtzman's1 9 traditional tri-part
test relied upon by the district court has received persistent criticisms
by the members of the United States Supreme Court, and, consequently, no longer adequately captures the Supreme Court's establishment jurisprudence. 20 In its place, the court suggested, "Justice
O'Connor's 'endorsement test' is now widely accepted as the controlling analytical framework for evaluating Establishment Clause
claims." 2 1 Highlighting the ambiguity of the Supreme Court's establishment jurisprudence, the court added: "It would be wrong, however,
to suggest the Court is unanimous in its adoption of the endorsement
test. Moreover, even the Justices who have adopted the endorsement
22
test do not agree on how it should be applied."
According to the court's Lemonized version of Justice O'Conner's
endorsement analysis, "the government impermissibly endorses religion if its conduct has either (1) the purpose or (2) the effect of conveying a message that 'religion or a particular religious belief is favored
or preferred.'" 2 3 Although the court expressed the opinion that the
"purpose component" of the endorsement test "is an unworkable standard that offers no useful guidance to courts, legislators or other government actors," 24 the court, out of a sense of caution, 2 5 discussed
both an endorsement "purpose" and an endorsement "effect" test.
19.
20.
21.
Lemon:
L. REv.
22.
23.
24.
25.

403 U.S. 602 (1971).
Bauchman v. W. High Sch., 132 F.3d 542, 550 (10th Cir. 1997).
Id. at 552 (citing James M. Lewis & Michael L. Vild, A ControversialTwist of
The Endorsement Test as the Establishment Clause Standard, 65 NOTRE DAME
671 (1990)).
Id. at 552 (citing Lynch v. Donnelly, 465 U.S. 668, 687-88 (1984)).
Id. at 551 (quoting County of Allegheny v. ACLU, 492 U.S. 573, 592-93 (1989)).
Id. at 552.
Id.
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In assessing what could be described as the "purpose" component
of the endorsement test, the court observed, "the Constitution does not
require that the purpose of every government-sanctioned activity be
unrelated to religion." 26 The court reasoned that because "[clourts
have long recognized the historical, social and cultural significance of
religion in our lives and in the world generally,"27 and "[clourts have
recognized that 'a variety of motives and purposes are implicated' by
government activity in a pluralistic society,"28 it follows that obviously
"there is a legitimate time, manner and place for the discussion of religion in the public classroom." 2 9 Thus, "the purpose component of the
endorsement analysis begins by asking whether there is any lack of a
clearly secular purpose, not whether there is any religious purpose
present."30 In making this assessment, the court ruled "[t]his threshold determination is an objective one, removed from any subjective intent Mr. Torgerson may have."3 1 The court reasoned that in order to
sustain Ms. Bauchman's Establishment Clause claim, she would have
32
to allege facts indicating an absence of a plausible secular purpose.
Regarding the issue of whether Mr. Torgerson's inclusion of religious music and performance at religious sites had objectively cognizable secular purposes, the court found "a number of plausible secular
purposes for the defendant's conduct." 33 The court reasoned that any
choral director concerned with exposing students to the full array of
vocal musical culture would necessarily include religious themes or
texts because such music constitutes a significant percentage of serious choral music. With regard to the secular justification for occasionally performing at religious sites, the court observed:
[P]lausible secular reasons also exist for performing school
choir concerts in churches and other venues associated with
religious institutions. Such venues often are acoustically superior to high school auditoriums or gymnasiums, yet still
provide adequate seating capacity. Moreover, by performing
in such venues, an instructor can showcase his choir to the
general public in an atmosphere
conducive to the perform34
ance of serious choral music.
26. Id. at 553-54 (citing Wallace v. Jaffree, 472 U.S. 38, 64 (1985); City of Albuquerque v. Browner, 97 F.3d 415, 428 (10th Cir. 1996).
27. Id. at 554.
28. Id. at 554 (quoting Lynch, 465 U.S. at 680).
29. Id. (citing Sch. Dist. of Abington v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 225 (1963); Florey
v. Sioux Falls Sch. Dist. 49-5, 619 F.2d 1311, 1315-16 (8th Cir. 1980)).
30. Id. at 560. See Jaffree, 472 U.S. at 56; Lynch, 465 U.S. at 680-81.
31. Bauchman, 132 F.3d at 560.
32. Id. at 554.
33. Id.
34. Id.
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Because plausible secular purposes existed for defendants' conduct, the court upheld the district court's conclusion that "Ms.
Bauchman's complaint fails to state an Establishment Clause claim
35
under the purpose component of the endorsement test."
The court observed that because the "United States Supreme
Court precedent 'plainly contemplate[s] that on occasion some advancement of religion will result from government action,'"36 the "effect component" of the endorsement test "prohibits only those school
activities which, in the eyes of a reasonable observer, advance or promote religion or a particular religious belief."37 Recognizing that this
"is an objective inquiry, not an inquiry into whether particular individuals might be offended," the court found that a reasonable observer
would neither view the singing of the religious songs nor the performance at religious sites as an "endorsement" of religion:
We believe a reasonable observer aware of the purpose,
context and history of public education in Salt Lake City, including the historical tension between the government and
the Mormon Church, and the traditional and ubiquitous presence of religious themes in vocal music, would perceive the
following with respect to Ms. Bauchman's factual allegations
concerning the Choir curriculum and performance venues:
the Choir represents one of Salt Lake City's public high
schools and is comprised of a diverse group of students; many
of the Choir's songs have religious content-content predominantly representative of Judeo-Christian beliefs; in contrast
to a church choir, this Choir also performs a variety of secular
songs; the Choir's talent is displayed in the diverse array of
songs performed and in a number of different public (religious and nonreligious) settings, all of which reflect the community's culture and heritage. Certainly, any given observer
will give more or less meaning to the lyrics of a particular
song sung in a particular venue based on that observer's individual experiences and spiritual beliefs. However, the natural consequences of the Choir's alleged activities, viewed in
context and in their entirety by a reasonable observer, would
not be the advancement or endorsement of religion. Ms.
Bauchman's complaint therefore fails to support a claim that
the Choir curriculum or Choir activities have a principle or
38
primary effect of endorsing religion.
The court also declined the invitation to determine the appropriate percentages of religious and secular music. Instead, the Court
35.
36.
37.
38.

Id. at 555.
Id. (quoting Lynch, 465 U.S. at 683).
Id.
Id. at 555-56.
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concluded that the "Constitution does not contemplate nor require juof the religious content of public
dicial micro-management
39
education."
Finally, on the establishment issue, the court also rejected plaintiffs attempt to rely upon allegations that plaintiff suffered ridicule
and harassment for opposing the religious content of the choir curriculum as a "backdoor" way of bolstering "an otherwise flawed constitutional claim:"
[C]ertainly, Ms. Bauchman's allegations she was criticized and retaliated against for opposing the religious content
of the Choir curriculum, taken as true, evidence a lack of sensitivity, crudeness and poor judgment unbefitting of high
school students, their parents, and especially public school
teachers and administrators. However, such claims do not
rise to the level of a constitutional violation. Nor can they be
used to breathe
constitutional life into otherwise unaction40
able claim.
In addition to the dismissal of the Establishment violation claims,
the court quickly disposed of Ms. Bauchman's contentions that defendants had violated her Free Exercise Clause rights by compelling her to
participate in religious exercises or speech in a public school setting.
While she alleged defendants' conduct was per se coercive, she acknowledged that the choir director "gave her the choice of not participating in the singing of the songs she found offensive and told her that
41
her nonparticipation would not adversely affect her Choir grade."
The court held that the fact that she had been given an effective "opt
out" alternative negated her free exercise and free speech claims. The
court held that an "opt out" option was more practical than permitting
any dissenting student from controlling the curricula choice for all
other students: "While the Free Exercise clause protects, to a degree,
an individual's right to practice her religion within the dictates of her
conscience, it does not convene on an individual the right to dictate a
42
school's curricula to conform to her religion."
Judge Murphy, concurring in part and dissenting in part, rejected
that portion of the majority's holding that indicated, "that detailed al39. Id. at 556 n.10.
40. Id. at 556.
41. Id. at 557. The court also took judicial notice that plaintiffs right to waive
participation in the Christmas concerts or any other Choir activity was protected by
Utah's Recognizing Constitutional Freedoms in Public School Act, Utah Code Ann.
§ 53A-13-101.2, and the State Office of Education's regulations implementing that Act,
Utah Admin. Code R. 277-105-5. Id. at 557 n.11.
42. Id. at 557. See Florey, 619 F.2d at 1318 (excused from school activities connected with religious holidays); Grove v. Mead Sch. Dist. No. 354, 753 F.2d 1528, 1533
(9th Cir. 1985) (excused from classroom discussion of objectionable book).
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legations of deliberate, intentional, and purposeful endorsement of religion by a public high school teacher are insufficient to state an
Establishment Clause civil rights claim." 43 Admitting that the purpose aspect of the endorsement test "is perhaps opaque," Judge Murphy suggested, "recent cases support the conclusion that a majority of
the Court would invalidate any governmental action subjectively intended to endorse religion." 44 As a consequence, Judge Murphy would
have remanded to permit the plaintiff to amend her pleadings to allege that the choir director had acted with a religious purpose in his
curricular choices.
The bang of the Bauchman case caused by the high school graduation spectacle ended with a whimper when the United States Supreme
Court denied a petition for certiorari. 4 5 Nonetheless, the Bauchman
saga, though occurring almost ten years ago, continues to highlight
the controversial nature of the question "shall we sing" religious music
in the public schools. Although questions regarding the constitutionality of public school choirs singing religious music or performing on
religious sites seldom evoke such dramatic responses, similar controversies arise on a day-to-day basis in thousands of public schools
throughout this country. Choral directors, school administrators, parents, and community members all are regularly faced with questions
related to the appropriate role of religious music in the public schools.
Can a public school use music with religious lyrics, meaning, or origin
at a graduation ceremony? Can religious music be regularly included
in a public school's repertoire? Could a school include religious music
during a seasonal concert, such as Christmas, Easter, Hanukkah, or
Ramadan? Is it permissible for a public school choir to perform at religious forums? Could an extracurricular school choir choose to sing
exclusively religious music? Could a religious choir sing religious
songs on public school premises during non-school hours? To what extent may a public school highlight religious music during special occasions such as high school graduation ceremonies? Proponents and
opponents of these questions are convinced that their proposed answers, although diametrically opposed to each other, are deeply
grounded upon firm constitutional, pedagological, and moral principles. Each opposing side also believes that their proposed answer has
significant, though obverse, consequences for the religious, educational and moral fabric of the community. Why all the controversy?
43. Id. at 562.
44. Id. at 565 (Murphy, J., dissenting). See Wallace v. Jaffree, 472 U.S. 38, 56-61
(1985), where the Court relied upon the legislative history of Alabama's moment of silence legislation to hold that the legislation improperly endorsed religion.
45. 524 U.S. 953 (1998).
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Who is legally correct? Who is morally correct? Who is correct from a
pedagological perspective?
A coherent answer to these questions depends upon a more complete analysis of both (1) the Supreme Court's establishment jurisprudence and (2) the pedagological purposes surrounding the singing of
religious music within the public schools.
II.

TENTATIVE ESTABLISHMENT PARADIGMS RELEVANT TO
THE QUESTION "SHALL WE SING" RELIGIOUS
MUSIC IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

One reason why the question of religious music in the public
schools is so problematic is that even the Supreme Court Justices, in
deciding church and state cases, have admitted that their "Establishment Clause jurisprudence is in hopeless disarray." 46 The district and
appellate court decisions in the Bauchman case reflect this disarray.
The trial court relied upon the Lemon test for analysis. The Tenth
Circuit rejected a Lemon analysis in favor of an endorsement paradigm, but admitted a level of opaqueness associated with the endorsement test that made it impossible for the three-judge panel to agree on
whether an endorsement analysis requires an investigation into the
subjective purpose underlying the curricular choice. Making some
sense of this "disarray" presents an important, if not insoluble, analytic challenge to the "shall we sing" question. The challenge is complicated by the Supreme Court's many plurality opinions wherein the
justices vacillate between paradigmatic establishment alternatives
depending upon the factual context of the case. Many of these close
questions end up with five to four opinions, with the more liberal justices advocating more strict separation of church and state and the
more conservative justices advocating some form of accommodation, if
for no other reason than to avoid discrimination against religious
speech and activities.
Recognizing that getting a paradigmatic fix on the moving target
of the Supreme Court's establishment jurisprudence is a precarious
challenge, it is at least possible to identify within general terms the
following tendentious paradigms identified with each of the present
justices: (1) neutrality or nondiscrimination (Chief Justice Rehnquist
and Justices Scalia, Thomas and sometimes Kennedy); (2) endorsement (Justice O'Connor); (3) coercion (Justice Kennedy) and (4) either
strict (Justice Stevens) or Lemon-inspired separationism (Justices
Souter, Breyer, Ginsburg). A review of these establishment para46. Rosenberger v. Rector & Visitors of Univ. of Va., 515 U.S. 819, 861 (1995)
(Thomas, J., concurring).
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digms, and the receptivity of each justice's perspective regarding the
alternative paradigms, is critical to answering the question at issue:
"shall we sing" religious music in the public schools?
A.

THE NEUTRALITY OR NONDISCRIMINATORY PRINCIPLE

The majority of the present Supreme Court have adopted a neutrality or nondiscrimination principle as the guiding light of church
and state relationships for both free speech and establishment cases.
According to the neutrality principle, the state cannot target religion
for either benefits or detriments. If the state identifies and pursues a
legitimate policy or entitlement objective, then any incidental impact
on religion, whether for good or ill, is constitutionally irrelevant. The
Supreme Court has already determined the neutrality principle: (1)
would, certainly permit religious communities to sing religious songs
47
on school premises during nonschool hours on an equal access basis;
(2) would permit religious groups to meet with elementary age children on an equal access basis after school hours to sing religious songs
and conduct religious activities; 48 and (3) would permit extracurricular choirs to choose religiously-oriented repertoire on an equal access
basis. 4 9 The more difficult question presented in Bauchman is
whether the neutrality principle would permit the inclusion of religious songs during regular school activities as part of the regular curriculum if the singing of the songs is part of an acceptable educational
policy or purpose other than a devotional exercise?
This normative principle of neutrality in establishment and free
exercise discourse received scholarly support prior to the Court's adoption of the norm as an establishment alternative. 50 According to the
views of the present Supreme Court majority, the neutrality principle
47. Lamb's Chapel v. Center Moriches Sch. Dist., 508 U.S. 384 (1993) (permitting,
without dissent, an evangelical church to use on an equal access basis school facilities
during nonschool hours to show a film series on Christian family values).
48. Good News Club v. Milford Central Sch, 533 U.S. 98, 98-100 (2001). Chief
Justice Rehnquist, and Justices O'Connor, Scalia, and Kennedy joined Justice Thomas's
majority opinion. Justice Breyer also joined in the conclusion and the majority's opinion
to the extent consistent with his establishment concerns. Id. at 127-30 (Breyer, J., concurring in part).
49. Bd. of Educ. ofWestside Cmty. Sch. v. Mergens, 496 U.S. 226 (1990) (permitting a religiously-motivated extracurricular club to have equal access to the school's
facilities during non-class room hours to sing religious songs, pray, and conduct religious fellowship together).
50. Philip B. Kurland, Of Church and State and the Supreme Court, 29 U. CHI. L.
REV. 1, 2 (1961). Similarly, Professor Laycock, analyzing the principle underlying the
Court's holding in Widmar v. Vincent, 454 U.S. 263 (1981), expressed the opinion that
the neutrality principle "seems so self-evident that it is hard to elaborate on the Court's
arguments. Whether one starts with the principle that the free speech clause requires
content-neutral regulation of speech, or the principle that the religion clauses require
strict neutrality toward religion, one arrives immediately at the result in Widmar."
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represents an analytical advance on the wall-of-separation establishment paradigm that sacrifices a balanced treatment for a bright-line
test. Indeed, much of the impetus for the neutrality principle has
been a hostile reaction to the overly exclusionary consequence of
strictly applying the wall-of-separation metaphor as a strict establishment norm.51
The Court recognized the neutrality principle as an establishment
test in Westside Community Board of Education v. Mergens.5 2 Justice
Kennedy, in a concurring opinion joined by Justice Scalia, explained
that because the "accommodation" mandated by the Equal Access
Act 5 3 is a neutral one, "[a]ny incidental benefits that accompany official recognition of a religious club under the criteria set forth in [the
Equal Access Act] do not lead to the establishment of religion .... ,,54
The Court reinforced the neutrality principle in Lamb's Chapel v.
Center of Moriches School District, 55 wherein the Court, without dissent, permitted an evangelical church to use school facilities during
nonschool hours to show to the public a film series on Christian family
values. Although the rationale for permitting the neutral support of
religion varied, the justices were unanimous in their conclusion that
the establishment clause provided no justification for a public school
targeting religious speech for viewpoint-based discrimination. The
Court continued the neutrality theme in Good News Club v. Milford
Central School,56 wherein Justice Thomas, writing for a five-justice
majority, held "[wihen Milford denied the Good News Club access to
Douglas Laycock, Equal Access and Moments of Silence: The Equal Status of Religious
Speech by Private Speakers, 81 Nw. U. L. REv. 1, 11 (1986).
51. On the issue of relevancy of the Jefferson wall-of-separation metaphor on the
issue of the Framer's intent, Chief Justice Rehnquist (then Justice) observed "Thomas
Jefferson was of course in France at the time the constitutional Amendments known as
the Bill of Rights were passed by Congress and ratified by the States. His letter to the
Danbury Baptist Association was a short note of courtesy, written 14 years after the
Amendments were passed by Congress. He would seem to any detached observer as a
less than ideal source of contemporary history as to the meaning of the Religion Clauses
of the First Amendment." Wallace v. Jaffree, 472 U.S. 38, 92 (1985) (Rehnquist, J.,
dissenting). Justice Rehnquist further noted that "[i]t is impossible to build sound constitutional doctrine upon a mistaken understanding of constitutional history, but unfortunately the Establishment Clause has been expressly freighted with Jefferson's
misleading metaphor for nearly 40 years"). Id. (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
52. Mergens, 496 U.S. at 260 (Kennedy, J., concurring) (permitting a religiouslymotivate extracurricular club to have equal access to the school's facilities during nonclass room hours as any other group).
53. 98 Stat. 1302, 20 U.S.C. §§ 4071-4074.
54. Mergens, 496 U.S. at 260 (Kennedy, J., concurring).
55. 508 U.S. 384 (1993).
56. 533 U.S. 98 (2001). Chief Justice Rehnquist, and Justices O'Connor, Scalia,
and Kennedy joined Justice Thomas's majority opinion. Justice Breyer also joined the
conclusion, and joined the majority's opinion to the extent consistent with his establishment concerns.
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the school's limited public forum on the ground that the Club was religious in nature, it discriminated against the Club because of its religious viewpoint in violation of the Free Speech Clause of the First
Amendment." 5 7 In Good News, the after-school activities included,
among other things, religious exercises including prayer, biblical studies, and the faithful singing of spiritual songs having avowedly Christian content and purpose. The Court held that proscribing religious
exercises on school premises during nonschool hours, even if the participants include elementary children in an after-school program, was
58
not "required to avoid violating the Establishment Clause."
More controversial than these free speech and equal access cases,
the Court in recent years has repeatedly validated the constitutionality of state financial aid to religion if legitimized by a neutral secular
purpose. In Witters v. Department of Services for the Blind,59 the
Court unanimously upheld the State of Washington's funding of vocational assistance to a blind person studying at a private Christian college to become a pastor, missionary, or youth director. Also, Chief
Justice Rehnquist, in his majority opinion in Zobrest v. CatalinaFoothills School District,60 upheld the constitutionality of the state under
the Disabilities Education Act ("IDEA") providing a sign-language interpreter to accompany a deaf child to classes at a Roman Catholic
high school. He explained:
[Gliven that a contrary rule would lead to such absurd results, we have consistently held that government programs
that neutrally provide benefits to a broad class of citizens defined without reference to religion are not readily subject to
an Establishment Clause challenge just because sectarian in61
stitutions may also receive an attenuated financial benefit.
The neutral principle line of cases validating state aid to religious institutions was bolstered by the Court's analysis in Rosenberger v.Rector & Visitors of the University of Virginia.62 Justice Kennedy,
writing for the majority, held that the University of Virginia could not
use the Establishment Clause as a shield to justify discrimination
against a "'[student] journal pervasively devoted to the discussion
and advancement of an avowedly Christian theological and personal
57. Good News, 533 U.S. at 120.
58. Id. at 112.
59. 474 U.S. 481 (1986).
60. 509 U.S. 1 (1993).
61. Zobrest v. Catalina Foothills Sch. Dist., 509 U.S. 1, 8 (1993). See also Mueller
v. Allen, 463 U.S. 388 (1983); Witters v. Washington Dep't of Services for the Blind, 474
U.S. 481 (1986).
62. 515 U.S. 819 (1995).
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philosophy.'" 63 Justice Kennedy's majority opinion explained: "[a]
central lesson of our decisions is that a significant factor in upholding
government programs in the face of Establishment Clause attack is
their neutrality towards religion."6 4 The Court explained that the
University's viewpoint discrimination, though premised on concern for
establishment violations, "was a denial of the right of free speech and
would risk fostering a pervasive bias or hostility to religion, which
could undermine the very neutrality the Establishment Clause requires. There is no Establishment Clause violation in the University's
65
honoring its duties under the Free Speech Clause."
Justice Thomas wrote a separate concurring opinion in Rosenberger to contest the historical analysis of Justice Souter's wall-of-separation dissent: "Although the dissent starts down the right path in
consulting the original meaning of the Establishment Clause, its misleading application of history yields a principle that is inconsistent
with our Nation's long tradition of allowing religious adherents to par66
ticipate on equal terms in neutral government programs."
The Court has further clarified that the neutrality principle permits neutral access to both government facilities and funds. In Mitchell v. Helms,6 7 in validating equal access to government aid for
equipment such as computers and overhead projectors against a claim
of establishment, Justice Thomas' plurality opinion explained that the
neutrality principle largely answers the modified Lemon test of secular purpose and effect:
[I]n distinguishing between indoctrination that is attributable to the State and indoctrination that is not, we have
consistently turned to the principle of neutrality, upholding
aid that is offered to a broad range of groups or persons without regard to religion. If the religious, irreligious, and areligious are all alike eligible for governmental aid, no one
would conclude that any indoctrination that any particular
recipient conducts
has been done at the behest of the
68
government.
Based upon this neutrality principle, the Court has upheld state
aid to religion in a variety of contexts: Title I remedial education
63. Rosenberger,515 U.S. at 839 (quoting Rosenberger v. Rector & Visitors of Univ.
of Va., 18 F.3d 269, 286 (4th Cir. 1994)).
64. Id. at 839 (citations omitted).
65. Id. at 845-46.
66. Id. at 852-53 (Thomas, J., concurring).
67. 530 U.S. 793 (2000). Justice Thomas was joined in the plurality opinion by
Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justices Scalia and Kennedy.
68. Mitchell v. Helms, 530 U.S. 793, 809 (2000) (Thomas, J., plurality).
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funds; 69 equal access to a state paid interpreter under the IDEA for a
deaf student in a private religious school; 70 state funding of a vocational tuition grant to a blind person who wished to attend a Christian
71
college to become a pastor, missionary or religious youth director;
access to the school's public forum during after school hours for the
purpose of religiously inspired moral teaching; 72 and73 private school
vouchers for religious and nonreligious schools alike.
In each of the neutrality cases, the Court has found significant the
private choice of the religious actors as a "circuit-breaker" to establishment charges. The circuit-breaker factor clearly legitimizes .the private choices of religious groups using school facilities on an equal
access basis as well as public school students exercising their equal
rights with respect to extracurricular religious singing. The circuitbreaker justification does not work as well when the religious singing
is part of the school's regular curriculum. Nonetheless, the neutrality
principle erodes the exclusivity of the wall-of-separation paradigm for
establishment reasoning. The principle of neutrality forces the courts
to consider the context of any singing of religious music within the
public school from a different perspective. The model shifts the focus
away from strict separation toward neutral treatment, lest the state
exhibit hostility toward religion by excluding religion from the public
forum in a discriminatory manner. The impetus toward neutrality
has also prompted the Court to also develop an endorsement alternative to a strict separation test in those instances where the speech potentially can be attributed to the state.
B.

ENDORSEMENT

While the neutrality principle fits most appropriately those cases
where the speech is private and the issue raises the prospect of discriminatory treatment of religion, the closely related "endorsement"
paradigm has been invoked when the speech can potentially be attributed to the state. For good reasons then, the United States Court of
Appeal for the Tenth Circuit's opinions in Bauchman focused on the
endorsement test in their analysis of the establishment issue. While
the members of the panel all agreed that the singing of religious music
in Bauchman did not violate the "effect" prong of the endorsement
test, Judge Murphy, dissenting in part, disagreed with the majority,
which held the "purpose" prong of the endorsement test does not re69. Agostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203 (1997) (overruling Aguilar v. Felton, 473 U.S.
402 (1985) and Sch. Dist. of Grand Rapids v. Ball, 473 U.S. 373 (1985)).
70. Zobrest v. Catalina Foothills Sch. Dist, 509 U.S. 1 (1993).
71. Witters v. Washington Dep't of Servs. for Blind, 474 U.S. 481 (1986).
72. Good News v. Milford Central School, 533 U.S. 98 (2001).
73. Zelman v. Simmons-Harris, 536 U.S. 639 (2002).
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quire an inquiry into the subjective intent of the choir director who
selected the religious music.
In Lynch v. Donnelly (the creche in the park case), 7 4 Justice
O'Connor originally offered the "endorsement" test both as a variation
on the neutrality principle 7 5 and as a coherent alternative to the separatist Lemon standard for establishment reasoning. In further developing the endorsement paradigm in Wallace v. Jaffree,7 6 Justice
O'Connor explained:
[T]he endorsement test is useful because of the analytical
content it gives to the Lemon-mandated inquiry into legislative purpose and effect. In this country, church and state
must necessarily operate within the same community. Because of this coexistence, it is inevitable that the secular interests of government and the religious interests of various
sects and their adherents will frequently intersect, conflict,
and combine. A statute that ostensibly promotes a secular
interest often has an incidental or even a primary effect of
helping or hindering a sectarian belief. Chaos would ensue if
every such statute were invalid under the Establishment
Clause .... The endorsement test does not preclude government from acknowledging religion or from taking religion
into account in making law and policy. It does preclude government from conveying or attempting to convey a message
or a particular religious belief is favored or
that religion
77
preferred.
74. 465 U.S. 668 (1984).
75. Justice O'Connor's endorsement test is a variation on the neutrality paradigm,
first suggested by Professor Kurland. The endorsement test asks whether the questioned policy constitutes an endorsement (statement of preference) of religion or simply
an adoption of a neutral policy that benefits religion equally and indirectly. Philip B.
Kurland, Of Church and State and the Supreme Court, 29 U. CHI. L. REV. 1, 2 (1961).
Professor Beschle views Justice O'Connor's endorsement test as an improvement
on Kurland's neutrality policy because it allows the investigation to go beyond the apparent neutrality of the text or expressed policy to see whether a message of approval or
disapproval is being conveyed. If no endorsement is manifest, then religion can be indirectly supported as part of a broader public policy agenda. He explains that "[w]hen
neutrality among and legal equality of value systems becomes the goal of the inquiry,
we can abandon the foundation of separationism, that all contact between church and
state is suspect and to be only reluctantly tolerated when absolutely unavoidable." Donald L. Beschle, The Conservative as Liberal: The Religion Clauses, Liberal Neutrality,
and the Approach of Justice O'Connor, 62 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 151, 175-76 (1987).
76. 472 U.S. 38 (1985).
77. Jaffree, 472 U.S. at 69-70 (J. O'Connor, concurring) (quoting Engel v. Vitale,
370 U.S. 421,431 (1962)). See also Lynch, 465 U.S. at 690, 693-94 (O'Connor, J., concurring) ("[tihe purpose prong of the Lemon test asks whether government's actual purpose
is to endorse or disapprove of religion. The effect prong asks whether, irrespective of
government's actual purpose, the practice.., in fact conveys a message of endorsement
or disapproval. An affirmative answer to either question should render the challenged
practice invalid"); Jaffree, 472 US. at 69; Corporationof PresidingBishop v. Amos, 483
U.S. 327, 346-348 (1987) (O'Connor, J. concurring) ("[oin the one hand, a rigid applica-
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Along the same lines, Justice O'Connor, writing for the majority
in Board of Ed. of Westside Community Schools v. Mergens,78 held
that just because a public school grants "equal access" to all extracurricular student groups, including religious groups, that does not mean
that the Establishment Clause has been violated. Closely relating the
endorsement test to the neutrality principle, Justice O'Connor explained that by providing equal access, "the message is one of neutrality rather than endorsement; if a State refused to let religious groups
use facilities open to others, then it would demonstrate not neutrality
79
but hostility toward religion."
Justice O'Connor has made it clear that in making such "endorsement" determinations, 8 0 the test's beholder is neither "the perceptions
of particular individuals" nor "isolated non-adherents,"8 1 but "rather a
personification of a community ideal of reasonable behavior, determined by the [collective] social judgment 82 ....
[who is] aware of the
history and context of the community and forum in which the religious
display appears."8 3 If the informed reasonable observer would not
ascribe endorsement to a religious message given in a neutral context,
then the Establishment Clause is not violated.
While Justice O'Connor continues to be the principal spokesperson of the endorsement paradigm, all the justices have invoked the
language of endorsement at various times when discussing establishment issues. The model has also been relied upon extensively by the
lower courts-such as the Tenth Circuit's invocation in Bauchman as
a coherent alternative to the Lemon test and the wall-of-separation
metaphor. The Tenth Circuit's majority opinion in Bauchman essentially turned on a Lemonized version of Justice O'Connor's endorsement test. For the majority, the valid pedagological purposes
underlying the singing of religious music within the public school curriculum, whether the singing occurs at a graduation ceremony or durtion of the Lemon test would invalidate legislation exempting religious observers from
generally applicable government obligations. By definition, such legislation has a religious purpose and effect in promoting the free exercise of religion." On the other hand,
judicial deference to all legislation that purports to facilitate the free exercise of religion
would completely vitiate the Establishment Clause. Any statute pertaining to religion
can be viewed as an "accommodation of free exercise rights").
78. 496 U.S. 226 (1990).
79. Mergens, 496 U.S. at 248.
80. Capitol Square Rev. and Advisory Bd. v. Pinette, 515 U.S. 753, 772 (1995)
(O'Connor, J, concurring) (permitting the Ku Klux Klan to display a Latin cross on Capitol Square, a 10-acre, state-owned plaza surrounding the Statehouse in Columbus,
Ohio, which had been used for over a century as a gathering place for public speeches
and festivals advocating and celebrating a variety of secular and religious causes).
81. Id. at 779.
82. Id. at 780 (quoting W. KEETON, ET AL., PROSSER & KEETON ON LAw OF ToRTs
175 (5th ed. 1984)).
83. Id. at 780.
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ing the regular program, negate a reasonable observer's view that the
inclusion constitutes an impermissible endorsement. Judge Murphy,
dissenting in part, did not dispute this view, but only suggested that
the subjective intent of the choir director may jeopardize the endorsement test, even if valid teaching purposes exist independent of the intent. In any event, the endorsement test will likely play an increased
role in establishment jurisprudence as the Court seeks a consensus
establishment paradigm.
C.

COERCION AS A SEPARATE ESTABLISHMENT FACTOR

While the principles of neutrality and endorsement dominate
much of the present rhetoric of the present Supreme Court's majority
regarding establishment issues, Justice Kennedy first raised coercion
as an independent establishment factor in his majority opinion in Lee
v. Weisman.8 4 Weisman may have particular relevancy to the
Bauchman case, because it too involved a graduation ceremony. In
Lee, Justice Kennedy expressed the view that the City of Providence,
Rhode Island's practice of inviting clergy from various religious communities to offer prayer at school graduation ceremonies violates the
Establishment Clause both because it endorses a form of a civic relig8 5
ion and coerces participation in a civic religious exercise.
According to Justice Kennedy, the graduation prayer entailed
"subtle coercive pressure" to participate or give the appearance of participating in state-directed prayer, clearly a religious exercise. The
Court explained that "[tihe undeniable fact is that the school district's
supervision and control of the high school graduation ceremony places
public pressure, as well as peer pressure, on attending students to
stand as a group or, at least, maintain respectful silence during the
Invocation and Benediction."8 6 Even though attendance at the ceremony as well as participation in the prayer were both voluntary, the
state's choice to have the prayers constituted illegitimate "social pressure to enforce orthodoxy."8 7 Coercion, in this sense, arises from peer
pressure inviting compelled conformity in a religious exercise.
Justice Kennedy's coercion factor has not been addressed as an
issue in many cases in part because the relevancy of the coercion fac84. 505 U.S. 577 (1992).
85. The "endorsement" in Lee came as a result of the school's participation (1) in
deciding that an invocation and benediction be given; (2) in choosing the religious participant, here a rabbi; and (3) in giving the rabbi directions and guidelines that the
prayer should be nonsectarian. This "degree of school involvement here made it clear
that the graduation prayers bore the imprint of the State and thus put school-age children who objected in an untenable position." Lee v. Weisman, 505 U.S. 577, 590 (1992).
86. Lee, 505 U.S. at 593.
87. Id. at 594.
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tor depends upon both the exercise being religious in character and
there being no effective way of opting out. The Tenth Circuit in
Bauchman, discussing Weisman, held that because Ms. Bauchman
had been given an "opt out" alternative to participating, no free exercise or establishment violation could be established on the basis of the
singing.
D.

LEMON SEPARATIONISM

In contrast to the more accommodating perspectives revealed by
the neutrality and endorsement views of establishment expressed by
the majority of the present Supreme Court, the remaining justices
have consistently taken more of a separationist perspective on religion-in-the-public-forum issues. Separationist paradigms take their
inspiration from the wall-of-separation metaphor, first expressed invidiously by the Supreme Court in Reynolds v. United States8 8 :
I contemplate with sovereign reverence that act of the whole
American people which declared that their legislature should
'make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof,' 8thus
building a wall of
9
separation between church and state.
The Court in Reynolds excerpted the "wall of separation" quote
from a reply letter written by Thomas Jefferson to the Danbury Baptist Association, eighteen years after the First Amendment had been
enacted. 90 In Reynolds, the Court invoked the wall-of-separation metaphor in connection with an ad terroremjustification of their attack on
the despised marital institution of polygamy practiced in the nineteenth-century by the Mormons. According to the Court, if the free
exercise of religion were to be given more protection than belief alone,
then the wall of separation between church and state would insulate
unspeakable acts in the name of religion. Because free exercise cannot logically protect any and all action, it should be interpreted as protecting no action. This decision essentially read the Free Exercise
Clause out of the Constitution. As a consequence, religious claimants
since Reynolds have had to look to other constitutional sources for protection of religious practices, such as free speech, family rights under
the Due Process Clause, or neutral treatment under equal protection
reasoning.
88.
89.

98 U.S. 145 (1878).
Wallace v. Jaffree, 472 U.S. 38, 91-92 (1985) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting) (quot-

ing 8 WRITINGS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 113 (H. Washington ed. 1861)).

90. Reynolds v. United States, 98 U.S. 145, 164 (1878) (quoting 8 WRITINGS OF
THoMAs JEFFERSON 113 (H. Washington ed. 1861)).
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The wall-of-separation metaphor first became part of the establishment rhetoric in Everson v. Board of Education.91 Despite invoking the metaphor as a paradigmatic explanation of the Establishment
Clause, the Court in Everson upheld local legislation permitting parents of both private and public school students to be reimbursed for
fares paid for the transportation of their children to school by public
buses. 9 2 Apparently, whatever the wall of separation placed out of
bounds for the state, it did not include indirect state financial aid of
religion. 9 3 If the wall of separation did not prohibit indirect financial
aid, how would the metaphor provide any analytical clarity to church
and state relationships? The wall-of-separation simply had too many
inevitable breaches for the metaphor to provide any real analytical
clarity to practical church and state solutions. Does the Establishment Clause really prohibit the state from providing fire and police
protection for religious communities and religious premises? Does it
prohibit the state from affording religious property tax exemptions on
par with other charitable institutions? Does it forbid the the military
from paying chaplains to serve the religious needs of its members?
Despite all these problematic questions, the wall-of-separation metaphor has remained a rallying cry for those who would urge the elimination of all religious speech and activity from the public forum.
Indeed, it is the theme song of the West High graduation challenge
advanced by Rachel Bauchman to drown out the choir's singing of religious music.
Of the present justices committed to a separationist approach,
Justice Stevens serves as the lead singer,9 4 with Justices Ginsburg,
Souter, and Breyer singing backup. The challenge for these separationists remains the fashioning of a paradigm for establishment cases
91. 330 U.S. 1 (1947).
92. Justice Rutledge argued that the majority had failed to enforce the Establishment Clause's wall-of-separation which was intended "to create a complete and permanent separation of the spheres of religious activity and civil authority by
comprehensively forbidding every form of public aid or support for religion." Everson v.
Bd. of Educ., 330 U.S. 1, 31-32 (Rutledge, J., dissenting).
93. Justice Jackson, dissenting in Everson, observed that the Court's words of separation "seem utterly discordant with its conclusion yielding support to their commingling in educational matters." Everson, 330 U.S. at 19 (Jackson, J., dissenting).
94. Justice Stevens' separationist tendencies can be illustrated by his two-paragraph concurring opinion in City of Boerne v. Flores, 521 U.S. 507 (1997) (Stevens, J.,
concurring). Justice Stevens opined that the Religious Freedom Restoration Act violates the Establishment Clause because it seeks to afford religion some protection, subject to a compelling state interest standard, from otherwise generally applicable laws.
Id. at 536-37. Following Justice Steven's rationale, the Free Exercise Clause itself
would violate the Establishment Clause because its raison d'etre must be affording religion some level of protection against the potentially coercive power of the state. However, any such interpretation of the religion clauses that totally ignores one of the
clauses in favor of the other lacks constitutional coherence.
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that realistically accounts for the inevitable interaction between religion and the state, 95 without completely abandoning the aspiration of a
wall of separation.
The Court announced the most persistent (and also the most
maligned) 96 version of a qualified separationist paradigm in Lemon v.
Kurtzman.97 According to what has become known as the Lemon test,
the constitutionality of any interaction between religion and the state
should be able to pass a tri-part test: "[F]irst, the statute must have a
secular legislative purpose; second, its principal or primary effect
must be one that neither advances nor inhibits religion; finally, the
statute must not foster an excessive government entanglement with
religion." 9 8
Ever since Lemon, wall of separationists have used the test to
challenge any apparent incursion of the wall. For example, Justice
Stevens, the most consistent separationist, writing for the majority in
Wallace v. Jaffree,9 9 held that the Alabama legislature failed the secular purpose test of Lemon when they mandated a moment-of-silence
in public schools ostensibly for the potentially alternative purposes of
either "meditation or voluntary prayer," but, in reality, for the purpose
of returning voluntary prayer to the public school contrary to the
Court's earlier rulings. 10 0 Justice Stevens reiterated this same view
in his concurring opinion in City of Boerne v. P.F. Flores,l0 1 holding
the Religious Freedom Restoration Act unconstitutional. According to
Justice Stevens, any legislative accommodation of religion, even if
prompted out of respect for the Free Exercise Clause, violates the Establishment Clause because it establishes "governmental preference
10 2
for religion, as opposed to irreligion."
95. Agostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203, 233 (1997) ("[ijnteraction between church and
state is inevitable ... and we have always tolerated some level of involvement between
the two").
96. Justice Blackmun's concurring opinion in Lee v. Weisman, responding to the
persistent assault on Lemon, reminded the Court of the frequency of which the Court
has regularly applied the test despite all the criticism it has received. See Lee, 505 U.S.
at 599-609 (Blackmun, J., concurring).
97. 403 U.S. 602 (1971).
98. Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 612-13 (1971) (quoting Walz v. Tax Comm'n,
397 U.S. 664, 674 (1970)).
99. 472 U.S. 38 (1985).
100. Wallace, 472 U.S. at 56-59.
101. 521 U.S. 507 (1997).
102. Boerne, 521 U.S. 507, 536-37 (1997) (Stevens, J., concurring). This blanket condemnation against giving religion any special attention would presumably apply to the
Free Exercise Clause as well, although Justice Stevens does not address this issue. Perhaps he would reason that what saves the Free Exercise Clause from an Establishment
Clause challenge is the fact that the Free Exercise Clause has not been interpreted as
providing religious claimants any effective protection. No harm, no foul.
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Justice Steven has consistently expressed his separationist perspective in many dissenting opinions critiquing cases turning on either neutral principle or endorsement analyses. Dissenting in the
legislative prayer case, Marsh v. Chambers,10 3 Justice Stevens unsuccessfully argued that the principle of separationism prohibited the
practice of legislative prayer despite the historical continuity of the
practice from the framing of the constitution to the present. 10 4 Also
dissenting in Westside v. Mergens,10 5 he argued that the Equal Access
Act's requirement that public schools give religious student groups
equal access to the public school for extracurricular activities violated
the Establishment Clause because Congress passed the Act for the illegitimate purpose of protecting religious speech. 10 6 Again dissenting
in Capitol Square Review and Advisory Board v. Pinette,10 7 he condemned Justice O'Connor's "endorsement test" as unworkable and excessively permissive.' 0 8 He complained that Justice O'Connor's socalled reasonable observer was in reality "an 'ultra-reasonable observer' who understands the vagaries of this Court's First Amendment
jurisprudence." 10 9 He added: "Justice O'Connor thus presumes a reasonable observer so prescient as to understand legal doctrines that
this Court has not yet adopted." 1 10 The other separationist justices
have also consistently dissented in neutral principle or endorsement
cases. Justice Ginsburg, dissenting in Capitol Square Review v. Pinette, concluded that discrimination against even private religious
speech displayed on public property is necessary for disestablishment
purposes "to uncouple government from church . ...-111 Similarly,
Justice Souter, joined by Justices Stevens, Ginsburg and Breyer, dissenting in Rosenberger v. Rector & Visitors of Univ. of Va.,112 argued
that permitting the University of Virginia to fund neutrally an avowedly Christian student magazine violated the Establishment
Clause. 1 13 According to Justice Souter, direct subsidization of religious activity "is categorically forbidden under the Establishment
103. 463 U.S. 783 (1983).
104. Marsh v. Chambers, 463 U.S. 783, 822-24 (1983) (Stevens, J., dissenting).
105. 496 U.S. 226 (1989).
106. Westside, 496 U.S. at 285 n.21 (1990) (Stevens, J., dissenting).
107. 515 U.S. 753 (1995).
108. Capitol Square Rev. v. Pinette, 515 U.S. 753, 800 n.5 (1995) (Stevens, J.,
dissenting).
109. Capitol Square, 515 U.S. at 807 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
110. Id. at 802 n.7 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
111. Id. at 817 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).
112. 515 U.S. 819 (1995).
113. Rosenberger v. Rector & Visitors of Univ. of Va., 515 U.S. 819, 864-65 (1995)
(Souter, J., dissenting).
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Clause, and if the Clause was meant to accomplish nothing else, it was
114
meant to bar this use of public money."
For these separationists, neither the principle of neutrality, the
principle of non-endorsement, nor the historical continuity of a religious practice within the public forum can save religious speech or activity within the public forum, especially within the public schools.
Accordingly, these separationist justices will probably be inclined to
prohibit, under Lemon, the singing of religious music within the public
school; unless the record makes it clear there exists valid pedagological purposes for including religious music within the curriculum. To
this effect, the district court in Bauchman, applying the Lemon test,
found both secular purposes and effects for the inclusion of religious
music. Although analyzing the same issue under the endorsement
test, both the majority and the dissenting opinions of the Tenth Circuit agreed that including religious music does not constitute an impermissible endorsement-because so many pedagological purposes
exist justifying the inclusion of religious music within the curriculum.
Irrespective of the presently accepted establishment models relied
on, the issue of whether the singing of religious music within the public school violates the Establishment Clause may depend on the purpose, effect, and context of the singing. As a consequence, the
resolution of the establishment issue necessarily turns on whether
there exists sound pedagological justification for including religious
music in the public school curriculum. A complete establishment
analysis, therefore, depends upon a coherent investigation of competing educational theories related to the extent to which religious considerations are appropriate in a public school curriculum.
III.

THE ISSUE OF RELIGIOUS MUSIC IN THE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF
EDUCATIONAL PEDAGOGY

The question of whether there exists sound purposes in pedagogy
for including religious music within the public school curriculum is
part of a larger question of curriculum reform in general that asks
how should the public schools address the sociological reality of cultural, artistic, ethnic, and religious diversity that has been both manifest throughout history and part of the life experiences of the
presently constituted faculty, administrators, and students within the
public schools themselves? Although the United States, a country
populated largely by immigrants, has always had to deal with culturally diverse groups despite the motto contained in the Great Seal "e
114.

Rosenberger, 515 U.S. at 868 (Souter, J., dissenting).
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pluribus unum," until recently educational policy has been more inspired by unum than alternative strategies built around the cultural
reality of e pluribus.
The unum that the public schools have traditionally sought to assimilate e pluribus into is the macroculture of western Europeanism.
The language of this macroculture is English; the legal system is Anglo-American common law; the political system is liberal constitutional democracy and the rule of law; the epistemology is empirically
based and rational; the value system is premised upon a combination
of natural rights and utilitarianism, intense individualism and competitive self-interest; the economic system is free market dominated
and largely materialistic; and the religious system, although traditionally dominated in the public schools by protestant Christianity,
more recently has been dominated by secularism in general and secular humanism in particular. The music curriculum has traditionally
mirrored this common American macroculture, with little establishment dissent being voiced against including music in the curriculum,
including even religious music that may reveal this macroculture.
While this common American macroculture dominated the unum
perspective of the public educational curriculum for many years, the
civil rights movement of the 1960s prompted educators to reexamine
the curriculum from the perspective of cultural diversity. Assimilation of racial minorities into newly desegregated schools became the
early goal. However, successful assimilation came at the cost of the
loss of racial and cultural identity. By the late 1960s, many AfroAmericans-imbued with racial pride-called for an alternative e
pluribus approach made popular by the Afro-American studies movement. 1 15 In the 1980s, the strategy shifted away from separate AfroAmerican studies toward infusion of the cultural diversity of AfroAmerican perspective in the core history, social science, language arts,
fine arts, and music curriculum. Encouraged by the injection of AfroAmerican studies into the mainstream curriculum, the multicultural
education movement began demanding equal time for other culturally
diverse groups such as Mexican Americans, Puerto Rican Americans,
American Indians, Asian Americans, and Middle-Eastern Americans. 116 Educators with increasing frequency modified the entire curriculum, including the music curriculum, to reflect multicultural
diversity of e pluribus, rather than unum of the common American
macroculture.
115.

MulticulturalEducation: HistoricalDevelopment, Dimensions, and Practice,in

HANDBOOK OF RESEARCH ON MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION 9 (James A. Banks & Cherry A.
McGee Banks eds., 1995) (citing STOKELY CARMICHAEL & CHARLES V. HAMILTON, BLACK
POWER: THE POLITICS OF LIBERATION IN AMERICA (1967)).
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These educational reform movements prompted competition
amongst educational strategists advocating, alternatively, assimilationism, separatism and multiculturalism. Assimilatonists make
their curricular choices by giving the macroculture informed by secular humanism a preferred status. Alternatively, the separativists and
multiculturalists have dissented to the curricular objectives of the assimilationists. Both separatists and multiculturalists ask difficult
questions of the assimilationists. Ignoring for a moment the unbounded arrogance of assimilationist educators who believe they know
best for everyone how the public culture can and should be formed,
who really has either the ability or the authority to form such a
macroculture? Even if it were possible to arrive at a consensus view of
the ideal macroculture informed by some version of secular humanism
proposed as the basis of the assimilation effort, what about the consequences to distinctive microcultures that are forced to abandon their
diverse identities as a cost for entering the public schools? If we were
to choose any assimilationist agenda, including an agenda informed
strictly by secular humanism, would not that agenda present establishment issues of its own? Suggesting that these questions are unanswerable within the assimilative public schools, separationists
recommend opting out of the public schools in favor of separate school
systems, ranging from parochial school systems, to home schooling, to
alternative educational training more compatible with the cultural
preferences of distinct microcultures. Multiculturalists, in comparison, have recommended a reform of the public school curriculum toward a more-inclusive curriculum that accounts for the reality of
cultural diversity without abandoning the advantages of a common
public school system. In any event, investigating the pedagological
justifications for any public school curriculum should contribute to
any coherent resolution of the "shall we sing religious music in the
public schools" question. Indeed, each of the establishment models at
some stage of their analysis asks the fundamental questions of
whether inclusion or exclusion of religious music can be justified on
the basis of curricular choices that are not dependent upon any faithbased justification for the practice.
A.

ASSIMILATIONISM

The assimilationist(melting pot) traditional model for public education finds value in the assimilative effect of a common public education and a common American culture. The model demands that public
school students and teachers forsake cultural diversity in favor of assimilating students into a highly idealized macroculture dominated by
liberal democratic theory, epistemic rationality, and western Euro-
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pean history and culture. These assimilationists rely on the melting
pot metaphor as the preferred approach to public education. The public schools are the forum in which culturally diverse students should
be assimilated (melted) into the national liberal culture.
However, an assimilationist vision of the public schools-as a
melting pot for enhancing liberal theory-begs important questions.
Who is to choose the core values at the heart of the assimilative process? To what extent does the state have the constitutional or moral
authority to "melt" culturally diverse students into the chosen liberal
democratic culture embodied by these values? Are there limits to the
state's authority to compel assimilation? How are these limits to be
respected against the state's assimilative impulses? To what extent is
the assimilative model constitutionally defensible given the right of
the family to control religious beliefs? Would an educational scheme
bent on assimilating diverse cultural groups according to a liberal
agenda be vulnerable to an establishment claim that the agenda prefers secular humanism over competing religious and moral visions?
Most of these questions go unasked and certainly unanswered as
liberal assimilationist goals are identified and pursued. Assimilationists embrace as paradigmatically appropriate their liberal curricular
choices without answering antecedent questions related to the objective worthiness of the core liberal values of individualism, self-distinction, competitiveness, and meritocracy over any and all cultural,
religious, or communal norms to the contrary. Liberals defend their
choices by insisting that the choices remain neutral with respect to
competing theories of the good, but liberal theory does make a nonneutral choice in lexically ordering liberalism's priority of the right of theories of the good. 11 7 From the perspective of liberal theory, the public
school curriculum should first and foremost instill a priority of individual rights, scientific methodology, empiricism, and competitive individualism over any microculture's contrary vision of a life well lived.
If members of a competing microculture are concerned about liberal
theory teaching the wrong message or the wrong priority of values,
then it is the microculture's normative vision that must yield-not liberal theory.
The Declaration of Independence perhaps best memorializes the
theory of natural rights that is at the heart of the assimilationist's
vision of liberal democratic culture:
We hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all Men are
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness. That to secure these rights,
117.
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Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just
Powers from the Consent of the Governed ....
From a liberal assimilationist's perspective of curricular priorities, the first task of public education would be to anchor the American rights tradition in reason, rather than the Declaration of
Independence's reliance upon "their Creator" as the source of natural
rights. Particular beliefs in God, even a belief that God endows in
each of us equal rights, pertain to the domain of the good and therefore provide an illiberal and therefore illegitimate basis for justifying
pursuit of particular rights. What the public schools must do is teach
that our sense of morality arises from our common rationality rather
than any particular religious tradition. For liberal assimilationists,
the public schools have the mission of teaching each of us that "our
powers of rational and reasonable conscience do not necessarily require for their development religious training or school prayer." 1 18
By emphasizing nonreligious historical movements, eulogizing
secular heroes, and cultivating philosophical traditions that celebrate
equal rights and liberal values over competing faith traditions that
have traditionally extolled the theory contained in the great seal annuit coeptis (Providence has favored our undertakings), the assimilative efforts of the public schools serve important liberal purposes.
Liberal advocates insist that the competing voices of distinctive
microcultures should be left at the schoolhouse gate. Within the walls
of the school, we all should share a common American commitment to
the liberal priority of individual rights-but not the notion that such
rights are dependent upon their origin from God.
Liberal assimilationists also urge that the schools teach that our
shared practical rationality, in a Kantian sense, leads us to accept the
principle of equal rights and to attack invidious discrimination of
every kind to the contrary. 11 9 We are each obligated to respect the
equal freedom of others as an expression of our shared practical rationality. Rational respect for the equal freedom of each person's "pursuit of happiness" limits the means by which other persons pursue
their own happiness. The ethic of individualism preserves each person's independent and equal "pursuit of happiness," apart from any
microculture's teaching of communal identity or welfare to the
contrary.
118. DAVID A. J. RICHARDS, TOLERATION AND THE CONSTITUTION 152 (1986).
119. Perhaps John Rawls' work, supra note 117, best captures a modern reinterpretation of the Declaration of Independence's rights-based liberal democratic theory.
From Rawls' perspective, rational beings subject to a veil of ignorance regarding their
parochial biases would lexically order, as a matter of practical rationality, a Kantian
version of equal freedom and equal opportunity apart from any religious insight or historical derivation of such principles.
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Justice Douglas' lone dissent in Wisconsin v. Yoder, 120 turns on
this very point. In Yoder, the majority decided on the basis of constitutional principle that the Amish could seek to preserve their distinctive microculture by opting out of the requirements of public schooling
after the age of eighth grade, in favor of vocational training more consistent with their cultural and religious values. Dissenting, Justice
Douglas argued that "[i]f [the Amish student] is harnessed to the
Amish way of life by those in authority over him and if his education is
truncated, his entire life may be stunted and deformed." 12 1 For liberals such as Justice Douglas, parents should have no right to "truncate"
the equal rights and equal opportunity of their children by imposing
upon them the cultural hegemony of an illiberal microculture. By enabling the Amish to opt out of school after the eighth grade in favor of a
communal existence ill equipped to deal with a market economy and
competitive individualism, the Court had condemned the Amish children to an unfulfilling life within the oppressive communalism of the
Amish microculture.
For liberal theorists such as Justice Douglas, the light of liberal
democratic theory has an ameliorating effect on darker, less rational,
competing microcultures often present at variant levels within any religious community. If the public schools are but allowed to bring children into the light of liberalism, the rationality of the vision will
outshine all competing visions to the contrary. The scales of ignorance
obscuring the vision will be removed by reason. As a consequence,
members of particular microcultures would rationally accept the priority of natural rights and liberal democracy over alternate theories of
the good manifest in competing microcultures. According to one liberal theorist, "[b]y recognizing and accepting natural rights, men
found a fundamental basis of unity and sameness. Class, race, religion, national origin or culture all disappear or become dim when
bathed in the light of natural rights, which give men common inter12 2
ests and make them truly brothers."
The courts have largely validated the role of the public schools in
assimilating all students to the vision of liberal democracy. The public
schools have championed in their curriculum the notions that equal
rights are derived from our common rationality rather than Divine
intervention; that our equal rights have lexical priority over any theory of the good held by particular microcultures; and that the public
schools should eliminate from the curriculum any reference to religion
120.
121.
part).

406 U.S. 205 (1972).
Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 245-46 (1972) (Douglas, J., dissenting in
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in the curriculum that may challenge these liberal insights. Once the
public school curriculum gives Kantian priority to equal rights derived
from practical moral reason (rational equal respect for the equal moral
freedom of each other person), then the corollary principle of equal
opportunity through development of each person's critical rational capacity through the scientific method and empiricism becomes paramount. Equal opportunity enhances individual competitiveness,
success based on merit rather than privileged status, independent formation of each person's conception of a life well lived, and the practical likelihood of individual success in the "pursuit of happiness."
Liberal democratic theory teaches that the equal opportunity of
each person is enhanced primarily through the development of the
person's epistemic rationality and technical knowledge over a simple
life of wisdom and goodness. Cultivating each person's epistemic rationality expands that person's competitive self-interest and enables
him or her to pursue rationally his or her own theory of the good independent of any communal experience. Developing the epistemic rationality of each student requires that the assimilationist curriculum
give priority to critical reasoning through celebrating the exclusivity
of empiricism, scientific methodology, and logic over other forms of
simple wisdom arising out of cultural norms. According to liberal theory, epistemic rationality gives priority:
[T]o the role of experience in assessing the truth of beliefs,
and the forms of argument and inquiry that guide such assessment, including, interalia, deductive and inductive inference. Deductive inference allows us to extend truths already
ascertained to those truths logically implied, and to detect
and eliminate inconsistencies in our beliefs. Inductive inference, subject to the probability of calculus, allows us to infer,
confirmed or
from propositions already known, hypotheses
23
made probable by such propositions. 1
For liberal democratic theorists the development of critical epistemic rationality represents an important assimilative purpose of universal compulsory education even if the consequence is a serious
threat to the faith-based beliefs of competing microcultures. By developing the critical cognitive abilities of each student to challenge all
nonempirically based truth, the public schools further the common liberal macroculture that is premised on the priority of scientific and
technical knowledge over nonempirically based theories of
epistemology.
Because of the critical role assigned by liberal democratic theory
to the development of the epistemic rationality and scientific method123.

RIcHARDs, supra note 118, at 73-74.
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ology over traditional or faith-based insights, liberal democratic assimilationists have fought their fiercest public school curriculum
battles over control of the science departments. For liberal theorists,
control over the science curriculum permits the school to develop the
critical epistemic rationality of all the students, even those students
whose microcultures devalue the significance of scientific reasoning in
understanding ultimate truth in favor of faith based spiritual insight.
The pivotal role of the scientific method for the assimilationist impulse of liberal democratic theory, therefore, cannot be overestimated:
[S]cientific method is . . . a natural development of our
capacities of epistemic rationality. One of the minimum epistemic responsibilities of good education is the cultivation of
the epistemic rationality of students; and the teaching of good
scientific method is one crucial organon for imparting and
cultivating principles of epistemic rationality. Scientific
method is precisely that: a neutral method that, like any good
critical technique, deepens our critical rationality, or capacity
124
to follow out reason even against our preconceptions.
The Supreme Court has largely validated the liberal democratic
claim that empiricism should have exclusive control over the science
curriculum even against the concerns of competing religious microcultures. In Epperson v. Arkansas,12 5 the Supreme Court invalidated an
Arkansas statute that prohibited the teaching of evolution on the
grounds that the prohibition had been prompted by religious views on
the literalism and inerrancy of the Bible on views of the creation,
rather than scientific methodology. More significantly, the Court in
Edwards v. Aguillard,126 invalidated on establishment grounds equal
time for creationist science, a worldview more compatible with those
who view the Bible's creationist story in Genesis literally. The Court
again reasoned that because creationist science is not really epistemic-based science, but faith-based interpretation of biblical literalism
dressed up in the guise of science, it has no place in the assimilationist
public school curriculum. For liberal democratic assimilationists more
generally, religious insight has no place within the public dialogue because it "is not training in a neutral method of critical inquiry, expressive of our capacities of epistemic rationality, whose educational
importance is training our capacities of critical rationality to follow
reason wherever it leads, upsetting and challenging beliefs and
preconceptions." 127 For these reasons, liberal democratic theorists
124. Id. at 152-53.
125. 393 U.S. 97 (1968).
126. 482 U.S. 578 (1987).
127. RicHAis, supra note 118, at 154 (critiquing the teaching of creationist science
as a counterbalance for evolutionary science as a violation of the Establishment Clause).
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hold that scientific inquiries are within the exclusive domain of empiricism understood exclusively through our epistemic rationality.
For these reasons, within the public school curriculum premised
on liberalism, the natural rights tradition has captured ethics, empiricism has captured epistemology, and scientific methodology has captured the science curriculum. However, in curricular areas such as
history, fine art, music, social studies, and the language arts, the curricular decisions are much more complex and not as clearly one-dimensional, even from a liberal perspective. Liberal theory permits the
sociological discussion of religious belief systems or messages of religious people, not from the perspective of teaching of religion but instead
teaching about religion. For example, the source of inspiration for the
artist or the composer, the motivation underlying a social movement,
or the poet's theory of the good may be at the heart of any rational
inquiry of the content of art, apart from the truth content of the movement or artist being studied. The objective inquiry in such cases asks
what the person, the community, the social movement, or the subject
under consideration believes and how were those beliefs manifest in
the art, social movement, or poetry of the moment?
Even from a liberal perspective, if the public schools omitted consideration of any and all religious sources or influences upon the common American culture, then students would rationally be misinformed
or ignorant of much of the American heritage that assimilationists
would otherwise hope to celebrate as part of our common history and
culture. This distinction between proscribing the teaching of religion
in the public schools, on the one hand, and permitting the objective
teaching about religion, on the other hand, has been a consistent
theme in establishment jurisprudence and largely forms the rationale
of the Bauchman case itself-both at the district and circuit court
levels.
The Supreme Court has held unconstitutional the teaching of religion in the public schools, 128 religious devotionals, 129 school
prayer, 130 and even the posting of the Ten Commandments in the
classrooms. 13 1 In comparison, the sociological teaching about religion
has received a much more receptive response from the Supreme Court
128. McCollum v. Bd. of Educ., 333 U.S. 203 (1948). Although the Court in Zorach
v. Clauson, 343 U.S. 306 (1952) approved a released time program for religion off school
premises, liberal assimilationists criticize this holding as permitting compulsory school
laws to be used in aid of religion. See RiCHARDS, supra note 118, at 152 n.191.
129. Abington v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203 (1963).
130. Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421 (1962) (invalidating a state-composed prayer);
Wallace v. Jaffree, 472 U.S. 38 (1985) (invalidating a moment of silence for "meditation
or voluntary prayer"). But compare, Bd. of Educ. of the Westside Cmty. Schs. v.
Mergens, 496 U.S. 226 (1990).
131. Stone v. Graham, 449 U.S. 39 (1980).
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in the dicta of these same cases. Justice Jackson, concurring in McCollum v. Board of Education,13 2 while invalidating a "release time"
program, distinguished between the unconstitutionality of having the
clergy participating in the faithful teachingof religion on school premises and the sociological teaching about religious matters by the public
school teachers. Justice Jackson observed that any rational curriculum would include the sociological study of religious influences upon
our culture in such areas as the arts, music, and architecture. He
noted that "[m]usic without sacred music, architecture minus the cathedral, or painting without scriptural themes would be eccentric and
1 33
incomplete, even from a secular point of view."
Similarly, Justice Clark's opinion in Abington Township Sch.
Dist. v. Schempp,' 34 while invalidating daily religious devotionals in
public school, qualified the ruling by explaining that the objective
study about religion in social studies, history, and the language arts
serves rational secular purposes:
[Ilt might well be said that one's education is not complete
without a study of comparative religion or the history of religion and its relationship to the advancement of civilization. It
certainly may be said that the Bible is worthy of study for its
literary and historic qualities. Nothing we have said here indicates that such study of the Bible or of religion, when
presented objectively as part of a secular program of education, may not5 be [a]ffected consistently with the First
13
Amendment.
To the same effect, the Court in Lynch judicially noticed the acceptable practice of the singing of Christmas carols in the public
schools as a justification for permitting a creche to remain as part of a
holiday display in a public park: "Forbid[ing] the use of... one passive
symbol-the creche-at the very time people are taking note of the
season with Christmas hymns and carols in public schools ... would
be a stilted overreaction ....,,136 Justice O'Connor's nonendorsement
paradigm comment recognizes that our cultural holidays are often infused with religious meaning that many, but not all, share. Singing a
religious song during a holiday festival simply acknowledges the reality of cultural celebrations of some members of the community regardless of the truth content of the message conveyed. Recognizing this
cultural insight does not validate the authenticity of the underlying
beliefs, but simply enhances our understanding and appreciation of
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
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the worldview of culturally diverse groups who may live within our
community.
In this manner, the singing of religious songs that teach the students and the audience about religion serves liberal purposes of rational inquiry, without illiberally endorsing from a truth perspective
the religious worldviews studied. From this perspective, the sociological study of any microculture, including any religious microculture,
serves legitimate liberal purposes in "teach[ing] students how to engage together in respectful discussion in which to strive to understand, appreciate, and, if possible, resolve political disagreements that
are partly rooted in cultural difference." 137 The study of religion or
religious influences in this sociological sense does not violate the principle ofAbington v. Schempp, requiring the "government [to] maintain
strict neutrality neither aiding nor opposing religion." 138 Instead, it
enhances the students' awareness of and respect for the diversity of
the microcultures that have shared a peaceful coexistence with the
liberal democratic macroculture.
The challenge of permitting religious activities within the public
forum for sociological or historical purposes, but not for purpose of promoting the truthfulness of the religious insights, also presents a problem often overlooked in justifying the liberal curriculum in general.
Liberal democratic assimilationists defend the priority they give to
liberal democratic values on the grounds that because the values are
rationally defensible, they are neutral. From the perspective of liberal
theorists, by limiting the assimilative effort of liberal democracy to
the development of practical reason and epistemic rationality, the
public schools somehow remain "neutral," especially with respect to
each person's "pursuit of happiness" or theory of the good. This neutrality is critical for liberals because it is important that "in contexts of
belief formation and revision, the state not illegitimately (nonneutrally) endorse any one conception (whether religious or secular) from
among the range of conceptions of a life well and humanely lived that
139
express our twin moral powers of rationality and reasonableness."
On the other hand, critics of the liberal democratic theory's primacy of liberal conceptions of morality and epistemic rationality have
observed that liberal public discourse indoctrinates, including the liberal assumptions both that the right is prior to the good and that empiricism and the scientific method provide the exclusive methods for
137.
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156
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138. Schempp, 374 U.S. at 225.
139. RicHARDs, supra note 118, at 149.
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acquiring knowledge. 140 Without "faith" in these liberal assumptions,
liberalism loses its neutrality and thereby its preemptory justification.
Can anyone advocating Justice Douglas' liberal view expressed in his
dissent in Yoder, that dialogue informed by faith rather than epistemic rationality and values premised on communal interests rather
than individual rights are likely to have a "truncated," "stunted," and
"deformed" effect on impressionable students, sincerely suggest that
liberal democratic theory "no more sanctifies the secular than it at141
tacks the religious"?
Bruce Ackerman, an assimilationist committed to the "demanding
requirements of liberal education," recommends compulsory public education over separatist schooling to avoid the possibility that irrational religious beliefs may have just such a truncating effect on
children who choose religious schools over public schools. According to
Ackerman, a separationist voucher system is objectionable because of
the likelihood that particular microcultures will improperly use separatist schooling to reinforce their illiberal microcultures and perpetuate inferior perspectives of a life well lived. According to Ackerman,
because parents and culturally diverse communities are not likely to
express doubts about the legitimacy of their particular worldview, the
role falls squarely to liberal education:
[L]iberal education requires toleration-indeed, encouragement-of such doubts. It is only by questioning the seeming
certainties of his early moral environment that the child can
begin to glimpse the larger world of value that may be his for
his asking. More generally, the liberal educator's methods of
doubt, imagination, and independence must necessarily come
in conflict with whatever morals ideals happen to dominate
society at large. It is this unending conflict that makes the
institutionalization of liberal education in "schools" relatively
insulated from the rest of society-a matter of practical importance. Without special institutions devoted to the ideal of
liberal education, the social pressures on children to conform
to the received wisdom of their 14particular
concrete environ2
ments will seem overwhelming.
While liberals such as Ackerman and Justice Douglas articulate
concern over the religious influence of the family that may overshadow a liberal education if separatist schools are permitted, these
same critics express no similar fear regarding the hegemony they pro140.
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pose for liberal democratic theory's control over the public school curriculum. Although they claim that liberal democratic values are
neutral because they are rationally based, microcultures such as the
Old Order Amish in Yoder who rely on nonempirical assumptions and
give group interests priority over individual rights, dispute the neutrality of liberal democracy's exclusive claim to truth and objective
morality.
Critics of liberal assimilationism have observed that in resolving
conflicts between the reality of cultural particularism and the assimilative aspiration of liberal democratic theory's universalism, some
nonneutral choices must be made. These nonneutral choices require
some justification if they are to claim exclusivity within the public forum. According to multiculturalists, the nonneutrality of liberal democratic theory weighs in favor of a more tolerant approach:
These conflicts must be resolved, at least provisionally,
but they cannot be even provisionally resolved without our
rendering some substantive judgment, which will not be neutral among particular ways of life. The position of deferring
either to traditional religious practices or to established state
policy is not morally neutral, nor does liberal democracy establish a presumption in favor of either position. We have no
better alternative than to assess the conflict as carefully as
we can and at the most specific level that public policy can
handle .... We now must ask, is there any way to reconcile
these two apparently conflicting values? If not, 14
which
value
3
is the more important to secure in this context?
This recognition of the nonneutrality of liberal democratic theory
raises an establishment issue for liberal democratic assimilationists
that is often overlooked. By "endorsing" the exclusive reasoning methodology and assumptions of liberal democratic theory over all other
competing claims, the state, in effect, establishes a form of secular humanism, a "religion" that embraces liberal democratic theory as its
creed.' 4 4 In the "Humanist Manifesto I," published in 1933 by Ray143. Gutmann, supra note 137, at 166.
144. See Torcaso v. Watkins, 367 U.S. 488, 495 n.ll (1961) ("[a]mong religions in
this country which do not teach what would generally be considered a belief in the existence of God are Buddhism, Taoism, Ethical Culture, Secular Humanism and others").
In Welsh v. United States, 398 U.S. 333 (1970), the Court adopted a definition of religion as a belief system that focuses on matters of "ultimate concern" occupying "a place
parallel to that filled by ... God in traditionally religious persons." Id. at 340. See
United States v. Seeger, 380 U.S. 163, 184 (1965) (religion involves a set of beliefs that
occupies "the same place in the life of the objector as an orthodox belief in God holds in
the life of one clearly qualified for exemption").
While inclined to recognize secular humanism as a religion for purposes of free exercise, courts have been loathe to consider ethical belief systems such as secular humanism as "religious" for purposes of Establishment Clause analysis. See, e.g., Grove v.
Mead Sch. Dist. No. 354, 1534 (9th Cir. 1985) (while holding that "[s]ecular humanism
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mond Bragg, the author explained as a preface to the articles of affirmation, that "[tihere is a great danger of a final, and we believe fatal,
identification of the word religion with doctrines and modes which
have lost their significance and which are powerless to solve the problem of human living in the Twentieth Century." In response, the authors 14 5 affirmed as part of the fifteen theses articles as follows:
FIRST: Religious humanists regard the universe as selfexisting and not created.
SECOND: Humanism believes that man is a part of nature and that he has emerged as a result of a continuous
process.
THIRD: Holding an organic view of life, humanists find
that the traditional dualism of mind and body must be
rejected.
FIFTH: Humanism asserts that the nature of the universe depicted by modern science makes unacceptable any supernatural or cosmic guarantees of human values ....
Religion must formulate its hopes and plans in the light of
the scientific spirit and method.
SIXTH: We are convinced that the time has passed for
theism, deism, modernism, and the several varieties of "new
thought."
EIGHTH: Religious Humanism considers the complete
realization of human personality to be the end of man's life
and seeks its development and fulfillment in the here and
now ....
NINTH: In the place of the old attitudes involved in worship and prayer the humanist finds his religious emotions expressed in a heightened sense of personal life and in a
cooperative effort to promote social well-being.
TENTH: It follows that there will be no uniquely religious emotions and attitudes of the kind hitherto associated
with belief in the supernatural.

may be a religion," the court held that the public school's selection of an autobiographical novel "The Learning Tree" did not violate the Establishment Clause despite its compatibility with the norms of secular humanism); Smith v. Bd. of Sch. Comm'rs of Mobile
County, 827 F.2d 684, 693-94 (11th Cir. 1987) (holding that even if the textbook selection was compatible with secular humanism, there was a sufficient secular purpose in
the textbook selection to avoid the establishment conclusion that District Judge Hand
found).
145. The thirty-four authors in addition to Raymond Bragg, included, among others,
Anton J. Carlson, John Dewey, John H. Dietrich, R.Lester Mondale, Charles Francis
Potter, Curtis W.Reese, and Edwin Wilson.
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THIRTEENTH: .... Certainly religious institutions,
their ritualistic forms, ecclesiastical methods, and communal
activities must be reconstituted as rapidly as experience allows, in order to function effectively in the modern world
146

By insisting upon the secular humanist's agenda exclusively, the
secularists expose themselves to establishment tendencies for which
they appear to be either totally unaware or unconcerned. Secular assimilationists, in this sense, have either a tactical or cognitive blind
spot with respect to the nonneutrality of their own "religious" establishment of liberal democracy and its coincidence with secular humanism. Nowhere is this more apparent than those liberal theorists who
oppose both separativist and multicultural alternatives. For example,
assimilationists condemn the separatists' alternatives which the
Court has recognized as constitutionally permissible under Pierce,
Yoder, and Zelman. These same assimilationists also repudiate multicultural educational experiences that would tend to disestablish the
hegemony that secular humanism holds over the curriculum. Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr., a member of the New York State's panel to review
how well multicultural education has advanced in the New York
school system, wrote: A Dissent to Mutliculturalism.'4 7 Written as a
dissenting response to the New York State's panel's report entitled
One Nation, Many Peoples:A Declarationof Cultural Interdependence,
Schlesinger argued that the "militants of ethnicity" have gone too far
as "ethnic cheerleaders" away from the melting pot of America's unified culture: "[tihe new ethnic gospel rejects the unifying vision of individuals from all nations melted into a new race. Its underlying
philosophy is that American is not a nation of individuals at all but a
nation of groups, that ethnicity is the defining experience of most
148
Americans."
Schlesinger expressed the fear that if multicultural diversity is
celebrated throughout the curriculum then the American melting pot
would "give way to the Tower of Babel."1 4 9 In addition to Schlesinger's criticism of multiculturalism, other liberal democratic scholars
have offered their own critique of multiculturalism as imperiling the
146. Raymond Bragg, et al., Humanist Manifesto I, available at http:/!
www.americanhumanist.org/about/manifestol.html.
147. See ARTHUR M. SCHLESINGER, JR., THE DISUNITING OF AMERICA: REFLECTIONS
ON A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY (W.W. Norton 1992). See also Robert K. Fullinwider, Multicultural Education: Concepts, Policies, and Controversies, in PUBLIC EDUCATION IN A
MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY: POLICY, THEORY, AND CRITIQUE 5 (Robert K Fullinwider ed.,

1996) (discussing Schlesinger's work).
148. SCHLESINGER, supra note 147, at 15-18.
149. Fullinwider, supra note 147, at 5 (quoting

18).

SCHLESINGER,

supra note 150, at 15-
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social cohesiveness they believe is only made possible by celebrating
the common American macroculture. 150 For them, while private
schools may celebrate cultural diversity under the spirit of separatism
constitutionalized in both Pierce and Zelman, public schools should
enshrine assimilative goals consistent with liberal democratic theory.
For them, the paradigm of secular humanism, by any other name,
should rule preeminently supreme within the public schools. For
these liberals, assimilationism to the values embodied in secular humanism is the only justifiable educational strategy and the only constitutionally defensible true religion.

B.

SEPARATISM

Alarmed by the assimilationist strategy that is pervasive amongst
most liberal public educators, cultural separatists advocate the opting
out of the public school system to avoid liberalism's efforts to assimilate everyone into a liberal democratic state. Separationists recommend that culturally diverse groups be allowed to establish private
schools subsidized, if necessary, with tax credits or a voucher system.
For those concerned with the ubiquitous presence of secular humanism in the public school curriculum, cultural (and religious) diversity
can only hope to receive proper attention and priority in private
schools that are dedicated to a more balanced treatment.
This debate over whether the state should be afforded authority
to compel culturally diverse citizens to assimilate into a preferred national culture is not a new issue. In fact, it is an ancient question that
has been persistently reviewed throughout the history of Western culture. While some philosophers since Plato have recommended that
children be raised by the state to avoid the parochial biases of the family, the ancient civil law and the Anglo-American common law located
the primary right to control the rearing of children in the parents.
Under Roman civil law, the father as pater-familiaspossessed unlimited patria potestas authority over the person, property, education,
and religious training of his children. At English common law, Coke
grounded the nearly absolute authority of the father over the custody
and upbringing of his children in the feudal doctrines of guardianship
by nature and nurture.' 5 1 Blackstone explained that, under English
common law, the natural "empire of the father" continued until the
150.

See DINESH

D'SouzA,

ILLIBERAL EDUCATION: THE POLITICS OF RACE AND SEX ON

CAMPUS (1991); RICHARD BERNSTEIN, DICTATORSHIP OF VIRTUE: MULTICULTURALISM AND
THE BATTLE FOR AMERICA'S FUTURE (1994).

151.
1817).

1 SIR EDWARD COKE, COMMENTARY UPON LITTLETON § 123 at 88b (17th ed.
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child arrived at the age of twenty-one.' 5 2 The father's right to control
the religious training of his children under the doctrine of religio sequitur patrem remained nearly absolute under the principles of English common law. ' 53 The courts of chancery representing the King as
parens patriae gradually acquired authority to intervene in cases of
abuse and neglect, 154 but otherwise the father's authority remained
largely unchallengeable. In this country, Justice Story, in his Commentaries on Equity Jurisprudence,155 recognized the common law
rule favoring the authority of the father in matters of child rearing,
and reluctantly accepted the obscure and controversial equitable doc56
trine of parens patriae.1
The United States Supreme Court first addressed the issue of parental control over the education and rearing of children in this country in Meyer v. Nebraska15 7 and Pierce v. Society of Sisters.158 Meyer
directly raised the issue of the state's right to assimilate all children
into the national culture by controlling what could be taught in both
public and private schools. In a nationalistic response to World War I,
the Nebraska unicameral and twenty-one other states enacted foreign
language laws prohibiting the teaching of foreign languages in any
school prior to the ninth grade. Meyer was convicted under Nebraska's foreign language law for teaching German, through a collection of Biblical stories written in German, to a ten-year-old student
enrolled in a private school maintained by the Zion evangelical Lutheran Congregation.
In invalidating Nebraska's foreign language law, despite the nationalistic purpose of ensuring American youth assimilate into the
mother tongue of English, the Court held that the substantive due
process provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment included, among
other things, the right to "establish a home and bring up children, to
worship God according to the dictates of his own conscience, and generally to enjoy those privileges long recognized at common law as es152. WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES ON THE LAWS OF ENGLAND, 446, 452-53
(17th ed. 1830).
153. See, e.g., Hawksworth v. Hawksworth, 6 L.R. 539 (Ch. App. 1871) (where the
doctrine of religio sequiturpatrem prohibited the Vice Chancellor from authorizing the
surviving Protestant mother to raise her child as a Protestant because the deceased
father had been a Roman Catholic).
154. See Shelley v. Westbrooke, 37 Eng. Rep. 850 (Ch. 1817). In Shelley's case Lord
Chancellor Eldon, for the first time, held that the poet Percy Bysshe Shelley's atheistic
beliefs, immoral conduct and writings made him unfit to control the rearing of his children after their mother had committed suicide.
155.

3 J.

STORY,

COMMENTARIES ON EQUITY JURISPRUDENCE § 1742-84 (14th ed.

1918). See also 2 J. KENT, COMMENTARIES ON AMERICAN LAw 188-253 (11th ed. 1867).
156. STORY, supra note 155, § 1757 at 374-75.
157. 262 U.S. 390 (1923).
158. 268 U.S. 510 (1925).
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sential to the orderly pursuit of happiness by free men." 159 The Court
observed that the natural right of the family to control their own upbringing overrides the "desire of the legislature to foster a homogeneous people with American ideals prepared to understand current
"..."160
discussions of civic matters .
Two years later, the Court in Pierce, invalidating Oregon's compulsory public school education law, reaffirmed the primary right of
the parents to control the education of their children:
The fundamental theory of liberty upon which all governments in this Union repose excludes any general power of the
State to standardize its children by forcing them to accept instruction from public teachers only. The child is not the mere
creature of the State; those who nurture him and direct his
destiny have the right, coupled with the high duty, to recog16 1
nize and prepare him for additional obligations.
In Wisconsin v. Yoder, 16 2 the Court for the first time held that
even coupling the state's authority under the police power "to foster a
homogeneous people with American ideals" with the state's parenspatriae power to protect children against abuse and neglect, did not justify the overriding family rights in favor of the "worldly" values
pervasive in a public school education:
[The Amish parents] object to the high school, and higher education generally, because the values they teach are in
marked variance with Amish values and the Amish way of
life; they view secondary education as an impermissible exposure of their children to a 'worldly' influence in conflict with
their beliefs. The high school tends to emphasize intellectual
and scientific accomplishments, self-distinction, competitiveness, worldly success, and social life with other students.
Amish society emphasizes informal learning through doing; a
life of "goodness," rather than a life of intellect; wisdom,
rather than technical knowledge; community welfare, rather
than competition; and separation from, rather
than integra16 3
tion with, contemporary worldly society.
Chief Justice Burger explained that parental control over the
rearing of their children is fundamental to our culture and American
tradition:
[TIhis case involves the fundamental interest of parents, as
contrasted with the State, to guide the religious future and
education of their children. The history and culture of West159.
160.
161.
162.
163.

Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 399 (1923) (citations omitted).
Id.
Pierce v. Soc'y of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 535 (1925).
406 U.S. 205 (1972).
Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 210-11 (1972).
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ern civilization reflect a strong tradition of parental concern
for the nurture and upbringing of children. This primary role
of the parents in the upbringing of their children is now established beyond debate as an enduring American
tradition.164
To the contrary, Justice Douglas wrote his lone dissent discussed
above wherein he lamented that "[ilf [the Amish student] is harnessed
to the Amish way of life by those in authority over him and if his edu165
cation is truncated, his entire life may be stunted and deformed."
The Court reiterated the fundamental right of the family to con66
trol the education of their children in Zelman v. Simmons-Hazrris.1
In Zelman, the Court rejected an establishment challenge to a private
school voucher program, thereby preserving the opt out right of those
families concerned with the assimilative threat of the liberal public
schools, thereby reaffirming the traditional allocation of the primary
right of parents "in controlling the details of the child's upbringing
....
167 This right to family autonomy characterized as "fundamental" 168 in Yoder has been variously described as "basic in the structure
of our society," 16 9 "cardinal,"1 70 "essential to the orderly pursuit of
172
happiness by free men," 17 1 and "unique in our legal culture."
For the separatist, it is only within the separationist schools that
educators can reorient priorities and values consistent with the particular views of the separatist microculture, whether inspired by
Afrocentrism, Christianity, Judaism, Old Order Amish, or any other
culturally inspired vision. According to these separatists, the possibility of opting out into a separate school system enables families to sustain effectively the cultural values of the family and the respective
microcultures, rather than risking assimilation to the secular humanism enshrined within the public school curriculum.
However, the "opt out" separatist alternative may not always be
necessary or practical for those who are troubled by the assimilationist impulse of public education. Not all students can afford private
alternative schools or have available alternative communal resources
that are capable of supporting the students' alternate microculture.
Additionally, not every objection by the family to particular aspects of
the curriculum is sufficient to outweigh the family's perception of the
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.

Yoder, 406 U.S. at 232.
Id. at 245-46 (Douglas, J., dissenting in part).
536 U.S. 639 (2002).
Lassiter v. Dep't of Social Servs, 452 U.S. 18, 38 (1981).
Yoder, 406 U.S. at 232.
Ginsburg v. New York, 390 U.S. 629, 639 (1968).
Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158, 166 (1944).
Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 399 (1923).
Lassiter, 452 U.S. at 38.
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overall benefits of public education. What if the family's objection to
the public school curriculum applies only to a course, a chapter in a
text, a film, or a song? Certainly, the "opt out" principle demands that
public schools seek to accommodate, wherever practical, specific
microcultural objections to any portion of the curriculum. Although it
would be impractical to permit any offended student to censor the curriculum not only for himself or herself, but for all other students as
well, if the objecting student were given the opportunity to "opt out" of
the offending class or the problematic portion of a course's coverage,
then the principle of Yoder, Pierce and Zelman would be preserved
without disrupting the balance of the public school's curriculum. Students would not be able to censor others by objecting to the curriculum
based upon their particular cultural perspective, but neither could the
school compel the offended student's participation in a course of study
or activity that conflicted with the student's microculture.
Assimilationist critics of separationism express concern that providing an opt out alternative will detract from the liberal democracy of
the national community. They also suggest that the culture of separativism both validates a form of discrimination built upon group identity and reveals a sense of superiority of worldview that fosters
intolerance of divergent views. Liberal democratic assimilationist
Bruce Ackerman, critiquing the separationist voucher system proposed by Professor Milton Friedman for the purpose of making education more accountable to the marketplace, l7 3 expresses concern that if
parents are given the choice of private schools and voucher systems
they will extend their potentially illiberal culture to their children:
Surely most parents will refuse to spend "their" vouchers on
anything but "education" that strives to reinforce whatever
values they have-with so much effort-imposed on "their" children during infancy. Thus, Friedman's plan legitimates a series of petty tyrannies in which like-minded parents club
Such
together to force-feed their children without restraint.
17 4
an education is a mockery of the liberal ideal.
Ackerman continues his liberal critique of the separatist impulse
by suggesting that the public schools have already gone too far in deferring to the parents' primary right to instill in their children potentially illiberal values: "the problem with the public schools is not that
they are insufficiently responsive to parental views but that they are
already overly concerned with reinforcing, rather than questioning,
17 5
the child's primary culture."
173. AcKEaMAN, supra note 142, at 160 n.7 (citing MILTON FRIEDMAN, CAPITALISM
AND FREEDOM (Univ. of Chic. Press 1962)).
174. Id.
175. Id.
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Separationism has also been criticized from practical and economic perspectives. Unless separatism is able to garner widespread
public support for a public voucher system or subsidy of some sort
epitomized in Zelman, many culturally diverse groups, especially minority groups, will be unable to finance separate schools compatible
with their beliefs and cultures. Consequently, cultural minorities may
feel especially unwanted in the liberally based public school system
where intolerance of diversity has been institutionalized by the availability of "opt out" alternatives. The "love it or leave it" attitude simply
may not be a realistic possibility without a modification of the present
method of financing the education of our young.
Multiculturalists hold that while assimilationism demands too
much of a sacrifice of cultural diversity, "separatist particularism expects too little." 176 According to these multiculturalists, "[b]y minimizing state regulation, particularism forsakes a commitment to
teaching public values that constitute mutual respect among citizens,
1 77
even though these values can be justified to (almost) all citizens."
Multicultural critics of separatism acknowledge that while separatism
may bolster the self-esteem of microcultures, they do so at the expense
of diminishing the microculture's liberal development and encouraging intolerance of others.1 78 Because separationist educational systems do not necessarily require mutual respect for diversity, they are
less likely to learn or express these fundamental values. Accordingly,
multiculturalists recommend that the liberal democratic assimilationist model be reformed in favor of multiculturalism.
C.

MULTICULTURAL PLURALISM: PURSUING THE DUAL
RESPONSIBILITIES OF ASSIMILATION TO LIBERAL VALUES

WHILE RESPECTING CULTURAL DIVERSITY

Multicultural education reform efforts recently have posited a
strong preference for teaching tolerance for multicultural "pluralism"
over either the "assimilative" motif of liberal public education or separatism. 17 9 According to the multicultural pluralists, the assimilation
model unfairly requires that culturally diverse groups abandon their
separate identities to the identity of the dominant group or a common
national culture. For these educators, just as militant separatism expects too little assimilationism, "transcendent universalism expects
In
."180
too much uniformity in the content of public schooling
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.

Gutmann, supra note 137, at 165.
Id.
Id. at 161.
See Fullinwider, supra note 147, at 12.
Gutmann, supra note 137, at 165.
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response to the obverse defects of assimilationism and separationism,
most multicultural reformists seek to reconcile their own pluralist
tendencies with a limited form of assimilationism as an acceptable
cost of coexistence within the liberal democratic state. For example,
the 1991 New York Report One Nation, Many People, while celebrating multicultural diversity, gives attention to "those values, characteristics, and traditions which we share in common,"18 1 especially the
"full and equal humanity of all persons." 18 2 Moreover, shared respect
for cultural diversity should also play an important role in the assimilative process. 18 3 In aid of these competing educational goals of pluralism and assimilation, multiculturalists stress the theme
"difference, not deficit." 18 4 Thus, multiculturalists view the public
schools as having dual responsibilities: reconciling the teaching of
civic equality at the heart of the liberal democratic theory's macroculture, while at the same time teaching respect for cultural diversity. In
this manner, multiculturalists seek to reconcile, rather than choose
between, the competing demands of assimilation (universalism) and
separationism (particularism).
Multiculturalists argue that including culturally diverse sources
in the curriculum generally serves multiple secular purposes that are
consistent with liberal democratic theory: (1) enhancement of critical
reasoning; (2) cultivation of self esteem in the students represented by
the particular cultural tradition that is included in the curriculum because of the school's willingness to afford their distinctive world view
mutual respect; and (3) education of other students not represented by
the particular culture of the importance of respecting the diversity of
the microcultures (or macroculture) of other students. Multiculturalism thereby aspires to educate children consistent with civic responsibilities (assimilationism and universalism), while respecting
multicultural, including religious, differences (separatism and
particularism):
If we recognize the school's dual responsibility-to teach the
civic equality of men and women, and to respect individuals
regardless of religious differences insofar as these differences
are consistent with civic values-we can develop an alternative way of viewing the conflict, one that is overlooked by both
particularism and universalism in their usual, unmodified
forms. The alternative consists of a principled integration of
the two perspectives. The liberal democratic values that give
181.
182.
183.
184.

Fullinwider, supra note 147, at 1.
Id.
See id. at 14.
Id.
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public schooling its primary social purpose guide the
integration.'i 5
One of the most influential and pioneering theorists of multicultural education, James Banks, posits this same goal for multiculturalism of reconciling macrocultural assimilationism with microculture
separatism. He suggests, "[a] major goal of the school should be to
help students acquire the knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed to
function effectively within the national macroculture, their own
86
microcultures, and within and across other microcultures."
While acknowledging assimilative goals (macroculture), Bank's
writings emphasize the goal of enhancing respect for pluralism, especially ethnic pluralism, as the defining aim of multicultural education.
Banks wrote The National Council for Social Studies Guidelines for
the purpose of developing standards or strategies for enhancing pluralism, especially ethnic pluralism in public education. His educational reform recommendations include the following basic strategies
for introjecting microcultural dimensions to public school education:
Multicultural education is a broad concept with several
different and important dimensions (Banks, 1995a). Practicing educators can use the dimensions as a guide to school reform when trying to implement multicultural education. The
dimensions are (1) content integration, (2) the knowledge construction process, (3) prejudice reduction, (4) an equity
pedagogy; 8and
(5) an empowering school culture and social
7
structure.'
According to Banks, "content integration"involves the use of "examples and content from a variety of cultures and groups to illustrate
key concepts, principles, generalizations, and theories in the subject
area or discipline."' 8 8 Banks recommends "social studies, the language arts, and music" 189 as the ideal curricular subject where "frequent and ample opportunities exist for teachers to use ethnic and
cultural content to illustrate concepts, themes, and principles." 190
The "'knowledge construction process' relates to the extent to which
teachers help students to understand, investigate, and determine how
the implicit cultural assumptions, frames of references, perspectives,
and biases within a discipline influence the ways in which knowledge
185. Gutmann, supra note 137, at 167.
186. James A. Banks, MulticulturalEducation: Characteristicsand Goals, in MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION: ISSUES AND PERSPECTWVES 12 (James A. Banks & Cherry A. McGee Banks eds., 3d ed. 1997).
187. Id. at 21.
188. Id.
189. Id.
190. Id.
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is constructed within it."19 1 Essentially, this process asks the students critically to assess the social context of the author's perspective
or point of view.
"Prejudice reduction"involves the use of lessons and activities "to
help students develop positive attitudes toward different racial, ethnic, and cultural groups." 192 By sharing the cultural insights of others
through educational experiences, each group learns shared tolerance
of another group's point of view.
"Equity pedagogy" involves modifying instruction techniques to
increase the achievement of students from diverse racial, ethnic, cultural, or gender groups. 19 3 Equity pedagogy provides a means by
which distinctive cultural strengths and talents can be validated beyond the particular microculture.
Finally, "an empowering school culture and social structure" enables students from diverse cultural, racial, ethnic, and social-class
groups to affirm their own diversity. 19 4 By celebrating their difference and denying that difference entails deficit, the culturally diverse
groups build their own self esteem even while teaching others
tolerance.
While the purposes Banks emphasizes in support of multicultural
education are primarily pluralistic (celebrating the distinctiveness of
diverse cultural, racial, ethnic and social-class subgroups), the effect
also extends to liberal democratic theory's teaching of mutual respect,
tolerance for diversity, and learning by sharing the point of view of
others:
[T]he school should be a cultural environment in which
acculturation takes place; teachers and students should assimilate some of the views, perspectives and insights they acquired as vehicles for helping them relate to and understand
the cultures of the students. Teachers and students will be
enriched by this process, and the academic achievement of
students from diverse groups will be enhanced because their
perspectives will be legitimized in the school. Both teachers
and students will be 195
enriched by this process of cultural sharing and interaction.
From the perspective of Bank's multiculturalism, the schools
should celebrate diversity for what it can teach students about respecting and valuing everyone's diversity. No one should trample on a
student's language, beliefs, values and worldview in the name of as191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
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similation. The schools should infuse ethnic holidays, infuse ethnic
literature, view concepts from multiple perspectives; learn how to be
diverse; be sensitive to students' particular beliefs and varying
viewpoints.196
While multiculturists celebrate racial, ethnic and sexual diversity, they have historically omitted any recognition of religion as entitled to the same multicultural respect. Robert K. Fullinwider
acknowledges with concern the sparse attention multiculturists have
given religion:
[C]onsider an aspect of 'culture' greatly underdeveloped in
the multicultural literature: religion. Although religion almost always appears on the list of 'differences' that multiculturalists address, it seldom receives any substantial
discussion. Multiculturalist texts containing long chapters
on how to deal with race, ethnicity, or gender in the classroom
omit instruction on religious differences. Yet these differences are surely among the most important and profound the
school will encounter. Indeed, the multiculturalist understanding of ethnicity itself must remain pretty shallow if it
doesn't take account of the distinct religious observances and
beliefs that anchor many of the customs and folkways of different ethnic groups, especially those that have to do with the
organization of the family and the treatment of the sexes.
Learning how to approach and discuss religious differences
19 7
constitutes a central challenge to the schools.
Fullinwider explains that religion is often left out because "in the
formative period of multicultural theorizing," James Banks writing in
1977 as a founding father of the movement limited the boundaries of
multicultural education to "those groups which are victims of discrimination because of their unique cultural characteristics." 198 Fullinwider further observes: "Oppressionearly became the triggering factor
for multicultural education, and in the thoroughly secular perspectives from which most multiculturalists write, religious oppression
doesn't show up as an ongoing American problem in the way that racial, ethnic, or gender oppression does."' 9 9
Undoubtedly, another reason for the marginalization of religion
in the public school curriculum, even by multiculturists, is the lingering effect of Supreme Court opinions. Even Justice Tom Clark, writ196.

James A. Banks, Transforming the Mainstream Curriculum, 51 EDUCATIONAL
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ing for the majority opinion in Abington v Schempp, 20 0 expressed the
view that his holding did not extend to teaching about religion: "[iut
might be said that one's education is not complete without a study of
comparative religion or the history of religion and its relationship to
the advancement of civilization." 20 1 Nevertheless, after Abington
most educators and publishers focused on the separationist headlines
the case generated: "Prayer Banned-Bible Banned". 20 2 Censorship
of religious content followed so quickly from Abington that some educators responded with concern over the lack of balance regarding the
teaching about religion. The American Association of School Administrators published a book entitled Religion in the Public Schools that
recommended the academic study of religion as part of the regular
curriculum of public schools. 20 3 The National Council for the Social
Studies ("NCSS") also responded with concern over the elimination of
the objective study of religion and religious influences from the curriculum. The January 1981 issue of Social Education addressed the issue in an article entitled Teaching about Religion: Vistas Unlimited.
In an article entitled Instructional Issues in Teaching about Religion,
Uphoff called for a wide range of methodologies for including religion
20 4
in the curriculum, especially in music, skits, art, and role-playing.
In 1984, the NCSS published an official position on teaching
about religion in the public schools, entitled Including the Study about
Religions in the Social Studies Curriculum:A Position Statement and
Guidelines.20 5 Two of the relevant guidelines stated: "Study about religions should stress the influence of religions on history, culture, the
arts and contemporary issues." 20 6 The Report continued, "[s]tudy
about religions should be descriptive, nonconfessional, and conducted
20 7
in an environment free of advocacy."
Similarly, Golnick and Chinn, in their MulticulturalEducation in
a PluralisticSociety, recommended religion be included as part of the
multicultural educational reform effort:
As part of the curriculum, students should learn that the
United States (and indeed the world) is rich in religious di200. 374 U.S. 203 (1963) (invalidating daily Bible readings and invocation of the
Lord's prayer conducted in the public school as an improper participationin a religious

exercise).
201.
202.
CATION:
1997).
203.
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versity. Educators portray their respect for religious differences by their interactions with students from different
religious backgrounds. Understanding the importance of religion to many students and their families is an advantage in
developing effective teaching strategies for individual students. Instructional activities can build on students' religious
experiences to help them learn concepts. This technique
helps students recognize that their religious identity is valued in the classroom and encourages
them to respect the re20 8
ligious diversity that exists.
In response to the earlier exclusion of religion from multicultural
reform efforts, more recent multiculturalists have argued that including religious diversity as part of curricular reform serves valid liberal
democratic purposes:
The democratic rationale for opening schools to the display of religious difference, along with other kinds of cultural
difference, is therefore not to protect each particular way of
life from criticism or even from erosion in the face of legitimate social pressure. The rationale is rather to encourage
citizens to understand and to evaluate politically relevant differences among ways of life. Because some ways of life are
more open to criticism and change than others, reflection on
politically relevant differences is bound to be more unsettling
to some students and citizens than to others, but the nonneutrality of a democratic education is a virtue as well as a
necessity. Non-neutrality is a necessity because an educational program would be empty of substance (and perhaps
even form!) were it to rest upon neutrality among different
conceptions of the good life. Non-neutrality, more interestingly, is a virtue because citizens should not collectively support an educational system that is neutral between those
ways of life that respect basic liberty, opportunity, and deliberation, and those that do not. A liberal democracy should
take its own side in arguments about teaching the skills and
20 9
virtues that are constitutive of its own flourishing.
Stephen Carter, in his Culture of Disbelief, while noting an embarrassment over the slowness in which our schools have taught about
our nation's diverse religious traditions, observes a resurgence of interest in the late 1980's:
[Iln 1988, a gathering of business, political, and religious
leaders produced the Williamsburg Charter, which calls for
greater attention to the role of religion in American life, in208. DONNA M. GOLLNICK & PHILLIP C. CHINN, MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION IN A PLURALISTIC SOCIETY 214 (4th ed. 1994).
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cluding the establishment of a public school curriculum on
the history of religions. That same year, a diverse group
of religious and education organizations joined to issue a
set of guidelines
for teaching "about" religion without
2 10
indoctrination.
This resurgence of interest in religious traditions has been manifest in the music curriculum as well. For example, in April 1995, the
Music Educators National Conference met to discuss the increasing
number of people in our culture who identified themselves as
"nonsingers" who could not participate in community activities
through song. The conference expressed the view that our common
American culture is at risk of losing a sense of a shared musical heritage and with it an ability to build a national community through
song. In response, music educators decided "to launch a campaign to
211
Get America Singing . ..Again!"
The campaign had two assimilative objectives: "the first of which
is to establish a common song repertoire that 'Americans, of all ages,
know and can sing.'" 2 12 The second objective "is to promote community singing." 2 13 After sifting though hundreds of songs, the Conference selected forty-three songs which they indicated represent
2 14
"America's vast and varied music heritage."
Of the forty-three songs recommended for inclusion in the effort to
get school children singing again, fourteen (approximately one-third)
are expressly identified as arising from varied religious traditions, especially African-American Spiritualism: Amazing Grace (Sacred Harp
Spiritual); Down by the Riverside (African-American Spiritual); Havah
Nagilah (Traditional Hebrew); He's Got the Whole World in His Hands
(African-American Spiritual); Michael Row the Boat Ashore (AfricanAmerican Spiritual); Dona Nobis Pacem (Traditional Catholic Canon);
Over My Head (African-American Spiritual); Rock-A-My-Soul (African-American Spiritual); Shalom Chaverim (Traditional Hebrew);
Simple Gifts (Traditional Shaker Hymn); Sometimes I Feel Like a
Motherless Child (Traditional Spiritual); Swing Low, Sweet Chariot
(African-American Spiritual); and This Little Light of Mine (AfricanAmerican Spiritual).
Another five patriotic songs (approximately twelve percent) contain explicit religious references and (prayer-like) invocation of divine
210. CARTER, supra note 140, at 208-09 & n. 41 (citing, David Anderson, Coalition
Produces Guidelines on Religion and Public Schools, UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL,
June 3, 1988).

211. GET AMERICA SINGING .. . AGAIN!,
TIONAL CONFERENCE, Intro. at 4 (1996).
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blessings for the nation: My Country 'Tis of Thee ("Our Father's God,
to Thee .. .Great God our King"); America the Beautiful ("God shed
His grace on thee. And crown thy good with brotherhood," "God mend
thine every flaw. Confirm thy soul in self-control"); Battle Hymn of the
Republic ("Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord
."); God Bless America; and God Bless the U.S.A.
Thus, approximately forty-four percent of the music recommended by the Music Educators National Conference for inclusion in
the public school curriculum-for the secular purposes of preserving
"America's vast and varied music heritage," 2 15-has religious significance. Barring the discriminatory screening of religious music, almost
any national list of songs selected by music educators or music historians would undoubtedly contain comparable percentages of music containing religious references, having religious origins, or expressing
religious themes. Indeed, the forty-four percent inclusion percentage
represented by the 1995 Music Educator's campaign, if anything,
under represents the most common estimations of the percentage of
choral music having religious content.
According to multiculturalists, the singing of these religious songs
serve the secular purposes of celebrating both respect for shared religious traditions and respect for religious diversity. The singing of
songs associated with particular religious traditions serves the multicultural purposes identified by Banks. In comparison, the singing of
patriotic songs which invoke God's blessings on America, much like
the inclusion of our national motto In God We Trust on all our coinage,
or the reference to the "Creator" in the Declarationof Independence as
the source of our natural rights, serves a correlative sociological purpose of identifying historically a common American macroculture
where belief in God and belief in providential history (annuit coeptis)
has played an important role, irrespective of the "truth" content of
God's actual involvement. Multiculturalism, therefore, builds upon
both shared cultural experiences and cultural diversity without abandoning the core assimilationist goals of liberal democratic theory.
Multiculturalism seeks to reconcile assimilationism and separatism
within the broad reaches of public education.
IV.

CONCLUSION

A review of the establishment and educational models dealing
with the issue of "shall we sing" religious music within the public
school, permits some tentative answers. First, whatever establishment paradigm chosen by the courts in considering an establishment
215.

Id. at backcover advertising.
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challenge to religious music within the public schools, the courts
should examine the context within which the religious music is performed within the public forum to determine whether the singing violates the Establishment Clause. If the singing occurs as part of the
regular curriculum and the performance does not take on the appearance of a devotional exercise to a reasonable observer, then courts
should allow the exercise notwithstanding an Establishment Clause
challenge. Religious music simply comprises a large percentage of the
quality music available to public school choirs. Because the majority
of choral music has religious content or historical roots, a random selection of choral music by any choral director would almost certainly
include a significant percentage of religious music. Further, any effort
to eliminate all religious music from the choral curriculum would necessarily entail an unconstitutional discrimination against religious
speech. As expressed by Justice Kennedy in Lee v. Weisman,2 16 "[a]
relentless and all-pervasive attempt to exclude religion from every aspect of public life could itself become inconsistent with the Constitution."2 1 7 Permitting the inclusion of singing of religious songs within
the public school curriculum, therefore, validates the principle of free
speech without infringing establishment principles.
Apart from the random selection of choral music with religious
content, the artistic quality of religious choral music often weighs
heavily in favor of its inclusion in the choral repertoire. Absent any
discriminatory intent, what music critic would not include Handel's
Messiah on any preferred list of the highest quality of choral music,
just as art critics would likely include on any preferred list of the arts
Michelangelo's ceiling fresco in the Sistine Chapel and architecture
critics would include Michelangelo's St. Peter's cathedral? Presumably, an easy case could be made for study of these masterpieces-not
because of the patently religious subject matter of the art depictedbut because the singing of religious songs, the study of religious paintings or architecture cultivates an appreciation for the finest traditions
of the arts regardless of any particular cultural heritage.
Second, if the singing performance is part of an extracurricular
activity undertaken by student groups without the direction or participation of school employees, then singing that even constitutes a devotional exercise will be upheld if the school has created a limited open
forum by permitting other extracurricular clubs to organize for
noncurricular purposes. This is the message of Widmar v. Vincent,2 18
216.
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Board of Education of the Westside Community Schools v. Mergens,
and Rosenberger v. University of Virginia. 220
Third, nonschool groups can sing religious music for religious purposes within the public school during nonschool hours if the school has
created a limited public forum by otherwise opening the school during
non-school hours to social, civic and recreational purposes. This very
issue was addressed at the elementary school level in Good News Club
221
v. Milford Central School.

Fourth, if the singing of religious music within the public school
has recognizable secular purposes, viewed from the perspective of a
reasonable observer, then courts should reject establishment challenges, even against claims that the songs were chosen not at random,
but because of their religious content. There are no appropriate reasons for questioning whether a choral director subjectively had any
religious motivation in exercising his or her discretion in choosing the
choir's music repertoire if there are clear secular justifications for the
choices made. The United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit's response to Ms. Bauchman's petition is illustrative. In
Bauchman, the court acknowledged that clear secular purposes were
served by including religious music as part of a choral program in any
curriculum. The court also observed that, given the predominantly religious character of choral music generally, a rule excluding entirely
such music would have an impermissible discriminatory purpose and
effect. Accordingly, as a matter of respect for free speech principles,
courts should generally be uninterested in considering the personal
motivation of the director in selecting the religious music.
Fifth, apart from free speech justification for permitting the inclusion of religious music in the choral curriculum, the courts should uphold the singing of religious songs as part of a coherent multicultural
curriculum. The singing of religious music, in connection with the celebration of various religious holidays or cultures, enables the school
choirs to cultivate respect for cultural diversity. In addition to preserving the principles of free speech and cultivating an appreciation of
the finest traditions of Western culture, the purposeful singing of religious songs serves the goals of multiculturalism. Applying Bank's
multicultural education reform strategies, multiple secular purposes
would be served if choral directors included diverse religious music in
their choral repertoires. From the perspective of "content integration," Banks identifies "music" 2 2 2 as an ideal subject where "frequent
219.
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and ample opportunities exist for teachers to use ethnic and cultural
content to illustrate concepts, themes, and principles." 2 23 In cultivating the knowledge construction process, surely it would be important
to teach choral students the religious point of view of the religious
composer or the message contained in the song, not as a means for
validating the objective truthfulness of the sentiments expressed, but
to understand the cultural insight intended by the music. From the
perspective of prejudice reduction, by sharing the religious insights of
others through performing their religious music, each diverse group
learns shared tolerance of the perspective of others. With respect to
equity pedagogy, providing opportunities for the singing of religiously
diverse music may serve as an exceptional means for cultivating the
achievement of students talented in that medium. Finally, when considering an empowering school culture and social structure that will
enable students from diverse religious backgrounds to both examine
shared beliefs and affirm their own diversity, 2 24 the singing of religious music both empowers the students who identify with the music
and teaches tolerance to the other students who may hold contrary
religious views.
Sixth, including religious music in the public school repertoire
cannot be undertaken without establishment constraints. Most importantly, any choral performance in school must stop short of being a
religious exercise or an endorsement of the "truth" aspects of the religious music from the perspective of the state. The school, by word and
deed, must distinguish between singing about religion as an exercise
in cultural affirmation of the beliefs of particular cultures and singing
religious songs for the purpose of a state-sponsored exercise pertaining to ultimate religious truth.
Finally, separatist schools should be allowed where parents and
families believe that the available public school curriculum, whether
dominated by secular assimilationism or multiculturalism, threatens
an inappropriate message to the particular microculture. Similarly, if
students express concern about either performing religious music or
performing at religious forums, then they should be given an opportunity to opt out of the exercise without academic consequence. Acknowledging the possibility of an "opt out" alternative permits the
school to tolerate religious objections without permitting the same student to censor the curriculum for others. Where the circumstances
raise a concern regarding the imprimatur of an endorsement, a public
disclaimer denying any endorsement of a particular religious view
would assist in highlighting the distinction between respect for the
223.
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culturally diverse religious traditions that are pervasive in our society
2 25
and an attempt to compel any religious orthodoxy.
Singing together respectfully allows both the students and their
audiences to simultaneously affirm respect for our shared cultural experiences as well as our differences. Consequently, the final answer to
the question, "shall we sing" religious music in the public schools, is a
mostly unqualified "yes."

225. Justice Scalia in his accommodationist dissent in Weisman to the Court's prohibition against high school graduation prayers suggested that a public disclaimer would
be adequate to explain to others what appeared pellucidly clear to him:
[So long as school authorities make clear that anyone who abstains from
screaming in protest does not necessarily participate in the prayers. All that is
seemingly needed is an announcement, or perhaps a written insertion at the
beginning of the graduation program, to the effect that, while all are asked to
rise for the invocation and benediction, none is compelled to join in them, nor
will be assumed, by rising, to have done so.
Weisman, 505 U.S. at 645 (Scalia, J., dissenting).

